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TO:  El Paso County Planning Commission 

  Brian Risley, Chair 

 

FROM: Ryan Howser, AICP Planner III 

  Daniel Torres, PE Engineer III 

  Kevin Mastin, Interim Executive Director 

 

RE:  Project File #:  AL-20-014 

  Project Name:  Ellicott Sand and Gravel 

  Parcel No.:  24000-00-275; 24000-00-276 

 

OWNER: REPRESENTATIVE: 

Schubert Ranches, LLC 

1555 S Baggett Road 

Calhan, CO, 80808 

Regulatory Permits Management, Inc. 

25049 E Alder Drive 

Aurora, CO, 80816 

 

Commissioner District:  4 

Planning Commission Hearing Date:    7/21/2022 

Board of County Commissioners Hearing Date   8/2/2022 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A request by Schubert Ranches, LLC for approval of a special use for a mineral and 

natural resource extraction operation. The 2,163-acre property is zoned A-35 

(Agricultural) and is located on the east side of Baggett Road, approximately one (1) 

mile south of US Highway 94. The area subject to the special use application is 

approximately 733.7 acres in size and within Sections 20, 29, and 32, Township 14 

South, Range 62 West of the 6th P.M. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

A. REQUEST/WAIVERS/DEVIATIONS/AUTHORIZATION 

 

Request:  A request by Schubert Ranches, LLC for approval of a special use for a 

mineral and natural resource extraction operation on 733.7 acres.  

 

Waiver(s)/Deviation(s):  The following deviation from the standards of the El Paso 

County Engineering Criteria Manual (2020) have been administratively approved by 

the ECM Administrator. 

 

1. Section 2.2.4.A.4 states, “No full movement access is permitted where the 

local roadways can be expected to provide access”. The applicant has 

submitted a deviation requesting a limited tenure access from Sanborn Road 

due to the topographical constraints of Black Squirrel Creek adjacent to the 

Baggett Road frontage. Additionally, the initial area of mineral extraction for 

the development will occur immediately north of Sanborn Road and west of 

Black Squirrel Creek. This request has been approved due to the topographic 

constraints. 

 

Authorization to Sign:  There are no documents associated with this application 

that require signing. 

 
 
B. PLANNING COMMISSION SUMMARY 

Request Heard:   

Recommendation:   

Waiver Recommendation:   

Vote:   

Vote Rationale:   

Summary of Hearing:   

Legal Notice:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. APPROVAL CRITERIA 

Pursuant to Section 5.3.2.C of the El Paso County Land Development Code (2019), 

the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners may consider the 

following criteria in approving a special use: 

• The special use is generally consistent with the applicable Master Plan; 

• The special use will generally be in harmony with the character of the 

neighborhood, and will generally be compatible with the existing and 

allowable land uses in the surrounding area; 

• The impact of the special use does not overburden or exceed the capacity of 

public facilities and services, or, in the alternative, the special use application 

demonstrates that it will provide adequate public facilities in a timely and 

efficient manner; 

• The special use will not create unmitigated traffic congestion or traffic hazards 

on the surrounding area, and has adequate, legal access; 

• The special use will comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws 

and regulations regarding air, water, light, or noise pollution; 

• The special use will not otherwise be detrimental to the public health, safety 

and welfare of the present or future residents of El Paso County; and/or 

• The special use conforms or will conform to all other applicable County rules, 

regulations or ordinances. 

 

D. LOCATION 

North: A-35 (Agricultural)   Vacant/Residential 

South: A-35 (Agricultural)   Residential 

East: A-35 (Agricultural)   Vacant/Residential 

West: A-35 (Agricultural)   Vacant/Residential 

 RR-5 (Residential Rural)  Residential 

 

E. BACKGROUND 

The subject property was initially zoned A-35 (Agricultural) on March 24, 1999, when 

zoning was first initiated for this portion of El Paso County (Resolution No. 99-101). 

The property consists of over 2,000 acres of land utilized for agricultural purposes. 

There are several existing agricultural and residential structures on the property, all 

of which were constructed prior to the initiation of zoning on the property and are all 

therefore considered legal structures. All existing structures and uses on the 

property are proposed to remain. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The applicant is requesting to initiate a special use on the property for a commercial 

mineral and natural resource extraction operation. Section 1.15 of the Land 

Development Code defines “Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction” as follows:  

 

“An operation involved in the act of removing naturally occurring minerals from 

the earth for an economic use. Mineral extraction includes material washing, 

sorting, crushing or more intensive modification and alteration through 

mechanical or chemical means to a mineral resource extracted within the same 

ownership provided such activities are approved as part of the special use.” 

 

The applicant submitted an application for special use for a mineral and natural 

resource extraction operation on June 11, 2020. The term “mining operation” may be 

used interchangeably with the term “mineral and natural resource extraction 

operation” for the purpose of this application. The applicant refers to the proposed 

use as a “mining operation” in their letter of intent.  

 

The applicant estimates that the proposed mining operation’s lifespan will range 

between 53 and 80 years and be conducted in six (6) phases, with the estimated 

lifespan of each phase ranging between 2 and 30 years. Of the 733.7 acres subject 

to the special use permit, approximately 513.5 acres are proposed for mining 

activities. The remainder of the property is proposed for buffering or is otherwise 

proposed to remain undisturbed to preserve existing natural features. 

 

F. ANALYSIS 

1. Land Development Code Analysis 

A mineral and natural resource extraction operation requires special use 

approval in the A-35 zoning district pursuant to Chapter 5 of the Code. 

Additionally, all mineral and natural resource extraction operations shall comply 

with Section 5.2.34 of the Code which provides specific requirements for these 

types of operations. The applicant has provided an analysis of the requirements 

of Section 5.2.34 of the Code in their letter of intent. 

 

The applicant has provided an analysis of the special use criteria of Section 

5.3.2.C of the Code in their letter of intent. The proposed special use area is 

adjacent to properties zoned RR-5 (Residential Rural) which are currently being 

used for rural residential purposes. The proposed mining operation may not be 

compatible with nearby residential uses. In order to meet the criteria for approval 



 

 

 

 

 

 

of a special use, the applicant is required to demonstrate that the proposed use 

will be in harmony with the character of the neighborhood and will be generally 

compatible with all existing land uses in all directions. The applicant is proposing 

to locate all proposed mining activities a minimum of 200 feet from all property 

boundaries.  

 

If the special use is approved, the applicant will be required to also submit and 

receive approval of a site development plan prior to initiating any land disturbing 

activities on the property. The site development plan will need to be substantially 

consistent with the site plan provided with the special use application and provide 

a more detailed depiction of the proposed use. County review and administrative 

approval of a site development plan will help ensure that adequate buffers, 

setbacks, and screening are implemented to further mitigate any potential 

impacts to the surrounding area. The site development plan review will also 

include compliance with all applicable aspects of the Land Development Code 

and the Engineering Criteria Manual, including but not limited to grading and 

erosion control, landscaping, parking, and lighting standards. 

 

2. Zoning Compliance 

The subject parcel is zoned A-35 (Agricultural). The A-35 zoning district is 

intended to accommodate rural communities and lifestyles, including the 

conservation of farming, ranching and agricultural resources. The density and 

dimensional standards for the A-35 zoning district are as follows: 

 

• Minimum lot size: 35 acres 

• Minimum width at the front setback line: 500 feet 

• Minimum setback requirement: front 25 feet, rear 25 feet, side 25 feet 

• Maximum lot coverage: None 

• Maximum height: 30 feet 

 

The applicant is not proposing to construct additional structures at this time. If the 

special use permit is approved, the applicant will need to obtain site development 

plan approval prior to initiating any land disturbing activities on the property in 

order to ensure that construction of any structures or land disturbing activities 

meets the requirements of the A-35 zoning district.    

 

3. Policy Plan Analysis 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The El Paso County Policy Plan (1998) has a dual purpose; it serves as a 

guiding document concerning broader land use planning issues and provides a 

framework to tie together the more detailed sub-area elements of the County 

Master Plan. Relevant policies are as follows: 

 

Policy 2.1.11 – Encourage approaches to natural system preservation and 

protection which also accommodate reasonable development opportunities. 

 

Policy 2.3.1 – Preserve significant natural landscapes and features. 

 

Policy 2.3.5 – Encourage the use of innovative siting and design techniques 

to identify, enhance, and, where appropriate, incorporate and protect 

significant natural features and waterways. 

 

Policy 5.1.1 – Encourage economic development that enhances a sense of 

community, provides vigor to the economy and considers the environment 

while contributing to the overall health of the County. 

 

Policy 6.1.16 – Allow for new and innovative concepts in land use design and 

planning if it can be demonstrated that off-site impacts will not be increased 

and the health, safety and welfare of property owners and residents will be 

protected. 

 

Goal 7.4 – Permit mineral extraction and processing activities in the County in 

a manner which allows for preservation of significant commercial deposits, 

minimization of adverse visual and other environmental impacts, economical 

resource use and consideration of other planning issues. 

 

The property is encumbered by the Black Squirrel Creek. The applicant has 

provided a site plan illustrating the location of the proposed mining operation on 

the property and has indicated that they intend to avoid potential impacts to the 

creek. According to the applicant’s letter of intent, the applicant intends to use 

513.5 acres of the 733.7-acre project area for the mining operation, with the 

remainder of land proposed to remain undisturbed for buffering purposes and to 

preserve natural features. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Small Area Plan Analysis 

The property is located within the Ellicott Valley Comprehensive Plan (1989). 

Relevant goals and policies are as follows: 

 

Goal 6.A – Allow for agricultural, extraction, and other comparable uses when 

these can be accommodated without adversely impacting surrounding 

development and overall environmental quality. 

 

Policy 6.4 – Mineral aggregate extraction operations in the planning area 

should not be located where they may adversely impact groundwater 

supplies. Potential operations should be reviewed for their visual and 

environmental compatibility with adjacent uses. 

 

Policy 9.1 – Evaluate all land use proposals in the planning area in terms of 

both their individual and potential collective impact on the alluvial aquifers 

which provide the area with its water supply. 

 

Policy 9.2 – Encourage the preservation of major stream corridors in a 

predominantly natural condition in order to minimize flood hazards, facilitate 

aquifer recharge, provide for wildlife corridors and allow for open space 

linkages. 

 

According to the applicant’s letter of intent, impacts to the aquifers are proposed 

to be minimal and they intend to minimize potential negative environmental 

impacts. The applicant states the following in their letter of intent: 

 

“…we are committed to staying at least ten (10) feet above the prevailing 

ground water elevation. In addition, any petroleum spills in reportable 

quantities associated with use of the mining equipment will be cleaned up and 

disposed off-site at an approved facility. No toxic or acidic materials in 

regulated quantities will be exposed or brought onto the site.” 

 

Additionally, the applicant mentions in their letter of intent that the mining 

operation activities are proposed to primarily take place below grade in order to 

minimize potential visual impacts to adjacent properties. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Water Master Plan Analysis 

The El Paso County Water Master Plan (2018) has three main purposes; better 

understand present conditions of water supply and demand; identify efficiencies 

that can be achieved; and encourage best practices for water demand 

management through the comprehensive planning and development review 

processes. Relevant policies are as follows: 

 

Goal 1.1 – Ensure an adequate water supply in terms of quantity, 

dependability and quality for existing and future development. 

 

Policy 1.1.1 – Adequate water is a critical factor in facilitating future 

growth and it is incumbent upon the County to coordinate land use 

planning with water demand, efficiency and conservation. 

 

Goal 1.2 – Integrate water and land use planning. 

 

The property is located within Planning Region 4c of the Plan and is not located 

within an estimated area of development. Region 4c includes a portion of the 

Upper Black Squirrel Creek Basin. The Region is identified as potentially having 

issues regarding long term sustainable draw from the Denver Basin aquifer. The 

Plan identifies the current demands for Region 4c to be 2,970 AFY (Figure 5.1) 

with the projected need in 2040 at 3,967 AFY (Figure 5.2) and at build-out in 

2060 at 4,826 AFY (Figure 5.3). Region 4c currently has 2,970 AFY in supplies, 

which means by 2060 there is anticipated to be a deficiency of 1,799 AFY (Table 

5-2).   

 

Water sufficiency is not required for a special use application. The applicant is 

proposing to initiate a mining operation and has indicated in their letter of intent 

that the proposed water usage associated with the mining operation is estimated 

to use approximately 12 AFY of water.   

 

6. Other Master Plan Elements 

The El Paso County Wildlife Habitat Descriptors (1996) identifies the parcels as 

having a moderately wildlife impact potential.  Colorado Department of Public 

Health and Environment, Colorado Parks and Wildlife, El Paso County 

Conservation District, and El Paso County Community Services, Environmental 

Division were each sent a referral and have no outstanding comments.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Master Plan for Mineral Extraction (1996) identifies upland deposits in the 

area of the subject parcels. A mineral rights certification was prepared by the 

applicant indicating that, upon researching the records of El Paso County, 

severed mineral rights exist. The mineral rights owner has been notified of the 

application and hearing date. Relevant policies are as follows: 

 

Goal 2 – Mining and mineral processing activities should be sited and operated 

such that adverse environmental impacts are reasonably minimized. 

 

Policy 2.4 – Mineral extraction and/or processing operations should be internally 

designed so that off-site visual and other environmental impacts related to all 

aspects of the operation are reasonably minimized throughout the life of the 

activity. 

 

Policy 4.1 – Mining activities should generally be allowed as Uses Permitted by 

Special Review in all County zone districts provided that the applicant can 

demonstrate that the proposed use is fully consistent with all applicable 

requirements and standards set forth in Sections 35.8 and 35.13 of the El Paso 

County Land Development Code.  

 

Policy 4.2 – The applicant/operator should demonstrate that the proposed 

extraction activity is presently, and will reasonably be expected to be compatible 

with the stated primary purpose of the applicable zone district. 

 

Policy 4.7 – Applications for mining or mineral processing should address and 

provide for reasonable mitigation of potential on and off-site impacts throughout 

the life of the operation. Potential impacts which should be addressed include, 

but are not limited to the following: 

• traffic congestion safety and nuisance concerns 

• potential damage to roads and bridges 

• impacts to water supplies 

• drainage and erosion control 

• dust, noise and glare 

• availability of emergency services 

• site security and safety 

• impacts to historic, archaeological, paleontological, and sensitive and/or 

unique natural features and ecosystems. 

• noxious weeds 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The El Paso County Parks Master Plan (2013) does not identify any parks or 

trails in the vicinity of the subject property. Land dedication and fees in lieu of 

park land dedication are not required for a special use application. 

 

Please see the Transportation Section below for information regarding 

conformance with the El Paso County 2016 Major Transportation Corridors Plan 

Update (MTCP). 

 

G. PHYSICAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Hazards 

The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map panel numbers 08041C0830G and 

08041C0840G, which have an effective date of December 7, 2018 show the 100-

year floodplain (Zone AE) of Black Squirrel Creek flowing through the property. 

The 100-year floodplain shall be shown on the subsequent site development plan 

and associated construction documents. 

 

2. Floodplain 

The FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map panel numbers 08041C0830G and 

08041C0840G show that a 100-year floodplain (Zone AE) flows through the site. 

A zero-rise certification letter has been submitted indicating that the proposed 

development will result in zero rise in the FEMA designated 100-year flood 

heights and no increase in the 100-year discharge at the published and 

unpublished cross-sections of the current FEMA floodplain. The developer will be 

responsible to obtain the necessary floodplain permits from Pikes Peak Regional 

Building Department prior to any construction within the floodplain. 

 

3. Drainage and Erosion 

The property is located within four drainage basins, Ellicott (CHBS1600), Ellicott 

Consolidated (CHBS1200), Crows Roost (CHBS1000) and Lower Big Springs 

Creek (CHBS1400). These drainage basins are unstudied basin with no 

associated drainage and bridge fees. Lower Big Springs Creek and Black 

Squirrel Creek traverse the site from north to south. A grading and erosion 

control plan as well as a drainage report providing hydrologic and hydraulic 

analysis to identify and mitigate drainage impacts of the development will be 

required at the site development stage. 

 

4. Transportation 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The property is located west of Baggett Road as well as north and south of 

Sanborn Road. Per the submitted traffic study, access for the first stage of 

development is proposed via Sanborn Road based on the approved deviation 

described in Section A above. It is anticipated that the applicant will request 

different access points with each stage of the development. Evaluation and 

approval by El Paso County will be required for each proposed access point. 

 

The associated traffic study recommends off-site improvements consisting of 

corner radii improvements at the intersections of Baggett Road & Sanborn Road 

and Baggett Road & State Highway 94 to accommodate the haul vehicles that 

will travel along the proposed haul route. A Colorado Department of 

Transportation (CDOT) access permit will be required for the intersection of 

Baggett Road and State Highway 94. 

 

The traffic study has also identified that the trip generation from the site will range 

from 44 average daily trips (ADT) at the onset of the development to a potential 

110 ADT in the future as the site increases production. The increase in ADT 

along the proposed haul route may trigger the paving threshold identified in the 

El Paso County Engineering Criteria Manual (ECM) Section 2.2.7.B.2 which 

states “Existing roadways shall be paved where: Any development causes an 

existing gravel road to exceed a projected ADT of 200 (Note: the extent of paving 

will be determined by the ECM administrator based on the Transportation Impact 

Study [Section 2.2.3])”. The traffic study has provided an estimate in Table 5 of 

when certain sections of the haul route will exceed the paving threshold identified 

in the ECM. Details regarding the future paving along the haul route shall be 

provided within the haul route agreement between El Paso County and the 

developer. 

 

The MTCP identifies 2040 roadway improvements to Sanborn Road along the 

property frontage. The MTCP indicates that Sanborn Road is to be improved 

from a Gravel Road to an Unimproved County Road. The MTCP identifies 

Unimproved County Roads as “collector or arterial roadways that have a paved 

surface but lack basic features such as turn lanes, shoulders, or adequate 

pavement surfaces or drainage”. Should Sanborn Road be paved by the 

developer due to the future increase in ADT then it may be eligible for 

reimbursement under the guidelines indicated in the El Paso County Colorado 

Road Impact Fee Implementation Document 2019. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The property is subject to the El Paso County Road Impact Fee program 

(Resolution 19-471), as amended. 

 

H. SERVICES 

1. Water 

Water is provided by existing on-site well service. 

 

2. Sanitation 

Wastewater is provided by existing on-site wastewater treatment system 

(OWTS). 

 

3. Emergency Services 

The property is within the Ellicott Fire Protection District. The district was sent a 

referral and has no outstanding comments. 

 

4. Utilities 

Mountain View Electric Association (MVEA) provides electric service and Black 

Hills Energy (BHE) provides natural gas service to the property. MVEA has no 

outstanding comments and BHE did not provide a response. 

 

5. Metropolitan Districts 

The subject property is located within the boundaries of the Ellicott Metropolitan 

District. The district was sent a referral and did not provide a response.  

 

5. Schools 

Land dedication and fees in lieu of school land dedication are not required for a 

special use application.  

 

I. APPLICABLE RESOLUTIONS 

Approval  Page 39 

Disapproval Page 40 

 

J. STATUS OF MAJOR ISSUES 

One major issue is the impact the mineral and natural resource extraction operation 

is expected to have along the haul route. Section 5.10.3 of the Engineering Criteria 

Manual states a haul route agreement may be required for activities that are 

anticipated to cause extraordinary damage or accelerated deterioration to County 

roads.  At this time the County does not have a standardized method for quantifying 



 

 

 

 

 

 

the impacts that the heavier vehicles used by a mineral and natural resource 

extraction operation will have on gravel or paved roadways. The El Paso County 

Department of Public Works (DPW) has provided a proposal to the developer that 

outlines conditions and a haul route fee that would be included in the haul route 

agreement between the developer and El Paso County. The developer and staff 

have had multiple meetings regarding the haul route fee and have not come to an 

agreement. In the interim, Recommended Condition of Approval No. 3 has been 

included to enable the special use request to proceed to the Planning Commission 

and Board of County Commissioners hearings. 

 

K. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

Should the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners find that the 

request meets the criteria for approval outlined in Section 5.3.2 of the El Paso 

County Land Development Code (2019), staff recommends the following conditions 

and notations: 

 

CONDITIONS 

1. The special use shall be limited to the mineral and natural resource extraction 

operation as described in the applicants’ letter of intent and as shown on the site 

plan. Any subsequent addition or modification to the mineral and natural resource 

extraction operation beyond that described in the applicants’ letter of intent and 

as shown on the site plan shall be subject to administrative review, and if it is the 

opinion of the Planning and Community Development Department Director that it 

constitutes a substantial increase, then such addition or modification shall be 

subject to a new special use application. 

 

2. Approval of a site development plan by the Planning and Community 

Development Department is required prior to the initiation of the use a mineral 

and natural resource extraction operation on the property.  

 

3. Prior to the approval of the site development plan, the applicant shall enter into a 

haul route agreement with El Paso County for the special use. The haul route 

agreement shall identify the impacts on the County roads for this special use that 

will cause extraordinary damage or accelerated deterioration to County roads in 

accordance with the EPC ECM. The haul route agreement shall include 

requirements to address the following:  

 
a. Structural impacts to County Roads from the proposed use; 



 

 

 

 

 

 

b. An annual payment amount (with possible initial impact payment) based 

on impacts to County roads from the proposed use and based upon actual 

annual site traffic counts; 

c. Annual payment adjustments for applicable construction costs; 

d. Provisions for the method and timing of payments; 

e. An allowance for the required annual payment to be administratively 

adjusted by the County Engineer upon the adoption of a countywide haul 

route fee program by the El Paso County Board of County 

Commissioners.  

 

NOTATIONS 

1. Special use approval includes conditions of approval and the accompanying site 

plan and elevation drawings. No substantial expansion, enlargement, 

intensification or modification shall be allowed except upon reevaluation and 

public hearing as specified in the El Paso County Land Development Code. 

 

2. The Board of County Commissioners may consider revocation and/or suspension 

if zoning regulations and/or special use conditions/standards are being violated, 

preceded by notice and public hearing. 

 

3. If the special use is discontinued or abandoned for two (2) years or longer, the 

special use shall be deemed abandoned and of no further force and effect. 

 

L. PUBLIC COMMENT AND NOTICE 

The Planning and Community Development Department notified thirty-four (34) 

adjoining property owners on July 5, 2022, for the Planning Commission meeting.  

Responses will be provided at the hearing. 

 

M. ATTACHMENTS 

 Vicinity Map 

 Letter of Intent 

 Site Plan 

 County/ESG Correspondence 
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February 8, 2021 
 
El Paso Planning and Community Development Department 
Attn: Nina Ruiz, Project Manager 
2880 International Circle, Suite 110 
Colorado Springs, CO 80910 
 
Re: Letter of Intent, EA Number, EA 1881, (Revised 2/8/2021) 
Project Name: Ellicott Sand and Gravel Special Use, Schubert Ranch Sand Resources (Pit) 
Applicant: Ellicott Sand and Gravel, LLC  
 
Dear Ms. Ruiz, 
Following is our Letter of Intent and the additional, required information for a Special Use 
Permit for the proposed Ellicott Sand and Gravel mining operation in eastern El Paso County 
known as the Schubert Ranch Sand Resource (Pit).  

• Our Mineral Extraction Application is resubmitted as a separate document along with a 
resubmittal of all previous comments and responses and new comments and responses 
through 2/8/2021. 

• Our response to the 11/25/2020 PCD, PM Letter of Intent Comments, is submitted in the 
response dated 2/8/2021 titled “Use and Dimensional Standards, Chapter 5: Date 
2/8/2021”.  We chose to submit it as a separate document due to size.   

 
“For all ‘Letters of Intent’, the following information is required:” 

1. “Owners/applicant and consultant, including address and telephone numbers.” 
• Parcel Owners: 
 Parcel No. 2400000276 
 Schubert Ranches Inc. 
 1555 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 
 Phone: (719) 683-2262 

 Parcel No. 2400000275 
 George H. Schubert  
 1550 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 
 Phone: (719) 683-2265 

• Consultants: 
 Environment, Inc. 
 Mr. Steve O’Brian - President 
 7985 Vance Dr., #205A, Arvada, CO 80003 
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 (303) 423-7297 
 Regulatory Permits Management, Inc 
 Mr. H. Bruce Humphries – President 
 25049 E. Alder Dr., Aurora, CO 80016 
 (303) 854-7499 

 
 Applicant: 
 Ellicott Sand and Gravel LLC 
 Christine Wilson, Manager 
 235 Franceville Coal Mine Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80929 
 (719) 568-3164 
 ellicottsandgravel@gmail.com 

 
2. “Site location, size and zoning.” 

• Site Location: 
The following two maps describe the location of the proposed mining operation. 
 Area Map: 
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 Vicinity Map: 
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 Size and Zoning: 
 Parcel 2400000276 is approximatly 2,122.98 acres and is zoned A-35. 
 Parcel 2400000275 is approximately 40 acres and is Zoned A-35. 
 The actual acres to be used for mineral extraction is: 
 Parcel 2400000276 acres for mineral extraction are up to + 479.8 acres. 
 Parcel 2400000275 acres for mineral Extraction are up to + 33.7acres. 
  

Phase Est. Yrs. Total Acres Available Total Acres Mined 
1 10-15 66.1 49.9 
2 15-20 213.7 173.0 
3 4-6 54.2 39.2 
4 2-5 24.3 14.9 
5 2-4 20.8 14.2 
6 20-30 268.4 222.3 

Other not 
mined 

Life of Mine 220.2 

Total  733.7 513.5 
 

3. “Request and justification.” 
• Request: 
 This is a request to El Paso County to approve a proposed open pit sand and 

gravel mining operation.  The proposed mining operation is located 
approximately 3.1 miles southeast of Ellicott, Colorado. The site is currently used 
as irrigated agricultural land and rangeland.  The Applicant/Operator is Ellicott 
Sand and Gravel LLC. 

 The subsurface consists of deep sand deposits up to 100-foot-deep and runs 
parallel to both sides of Black Squirrel Creek.  The useable sand deposit is 
roughly 70 feet deep, however we have committed to stay 10 above the prevailing 
ground water elevation.  Upon completion of mining, the pit floor will be sand.  
The remaining sand left in place will be up to 30 feet deep.  The post mining 
interior pit slopes will be 3H:1V or less. 

 Of the +733.7 acres in what will be the approved permit area, approximately + 
513.5 acres will be affected or mined by the proposed mining operation over the 
life of the project.  As currently proposed, the operation will maintain a 150-foot 
setback from Black Squirrel Creek and a 25-foot setback from the approved 
permit boundary.  
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 The operation will extract sand and gravel with on-site processing as needed to 
size and wash the material in order to produce saleable products.  The various 
grades of material will be placed into on-site stockpiles for loading into highway 
haul trucks for delivery to local markets. 

 The post mining land use is proposed to be rangeland.  The proposed reclamation 
has been designed to ensure the attainment of the post mining land use.  In 
addition, the Operator will be required to post a financial warranty sufficient to 
ensure the implementation of the proposed site reclamation plan.  

• Justification: 
 Presently, there is a shortage of high-quality sand and gravel products in the El 

Paso County area.  The mining operation will help fill the need for the 
diminishing sources of sand and gravel. 
The proposed operation is intended to serve the El Paso County area needs for 
quality sand.  The approximate distance from the proposed operation to the 
relative center of Colorado Springs, using existing major roadways is 27 miles.  
Based on the 1996 El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction 
(EPCMPME), sand transportation costs from the Ellicott Sand and Gravel, Sand 
pit would be approximately $2.70 per ton. (Does not consider inflationary 
increase from 1996 to present.)  

The “bulk to value” ratio for construction aggregate materials is high.  This ratio 
typically increases with lower grade commodities, such as sand products.  As the 
distance from the source to the ultimate point of use increases, the hauling costs 
also increase affecting the per-ton cost of the product. (Page 59, El Paso County 
Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, Feb8, 1996) Resource location, therefore, is 
essential in determining the commercial potential of a particular identified mineral 
deposit.  (Page 4, El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, Feb8, 
1996)  

For example, based on the El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction 
(EPCMPME), the 1996 undelivered average cost per ton for pit sand and 
gravel…” “was”, “… approximately $.35.  The delivery cost per mile/ton, 
according to the EPCMPME is approximately $.10. per mile” The EPCMPME 
goes on to say the, “…transportation-related costs have the largest relative impact 
on the lowest (value) commodities…”, (i.e. sand products).  “A presumed future 
reduction in the number of aggregate sources in El Paso County will likely result 
in an increase in hauling costs.” (Page 59, El Paso County Master Plan for 
Mineral Extraction, Feb8, 1996) 
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In addition, “Within approximately ten (10) years, (from 1996) in the absence of 
approved new operations or expansions, the County may be left with as few as 
one (1) permitted source of crushed stone quarry aggregates. (Page 4, El Paso 
County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, Feb8, 1996) 

According to the Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety website, 
El Paso County has 16 permitted sand and gravel operations.  Of that number, six 
are of less than 10 acres in size and may not be a significant source of sand.  One 
operation is essentially a clay operation for providing other than sand and gravel.  
The Daniels Sand Pit #2 is responsible for 75% of the sand sold locally. (Page 49, 
El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, Feb 8, 1996) However, it 
appears the Daniels Sand Pit #2 is nearing completion of mining given it has 
almost reached the limits of lands available for mining “land locked”.  (The 
Ellicott Sand Pit has the potential to replace a significant portion of the existing 
sand resource as the existing resources in the El Paso County are depleted.)  
Another site is also “land locked.  Two sites are greater than 34 miles from 
Colorado Springs.  One site is in final reclamation. The following operations 
appear to be able to provide sand product and are relatively close to the Colorado 
Springs market.  It should be noted that even though these operations are currently 
providing sand product, given the lengths of time in operation, their useful life 
may be limited. These operations are: 

 

Operation Name DRMS Permit 
Number 

Distance from 
Colo. Springs 

Apparent Stats from 
DRMS Annual 

Report 

Fountain Pit M1982-155 10 miles Appears to have 
additional area for 

mining 

Midway Pit M1988-018 18 miles Began operations 
8/2018, 25.35 

permitted acres 

Fountain Colony Pit M1987-171 10 miles May be close to final 
limits of the approved 

permit 
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Sundance S & G 
Resource 

M2006-073 18 miles It appears mining has 
not yet begun, based 

on the DRMS Annual 
Report 

Note: Green boxes indicate possible source of sand product.  Note, operation 
M2006-073 has not yet begun mining operations according to the DRMS 
Annual Report. At the present time, it appears only two operations are available 
for production of sand product and closer than the proposed Ellicott Sand Pit.  
The third potential operation’s DRMS Annual Report indicates production is 
not planned for next year. 

According to Table 1 of the El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, 
Feb 8, 1996, page 26, the 2020 estimated tons of aggregated needed in El Paso 
County will be 5,390,000 tons/year. 
The proposed mining operation is being reviewed by various State agencies and 
branches of local and County government.  State agencies include the Colorado 
Department of Public Health and Environment, (Air and Water Quality Control 
Divisions), the office of the State Engineer, History Colorado, Colorado 
Division of Parks and Wildlife, The Colorado Department of Transportation, the 
Local Board of the Soil Conservation Service, your own El Paso County 
Agencies and the Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety.  We 
are committed to meeting the State and local government environmental health 
and safety requirements. 

   
4. “Existing and proposed facilities, structures, roads, etc.” 

• Existing Facilities, Structures and Roads: 
 Facilities and Structures: 
 Facilities – Ranch buildings, center pivot irrigation to include water wells and 

electrical support equipment, overhead power lines, buried phone lines  
 Structures – fences 

 Various interior ranch roads, Sanborn +-Road 
5. “Waiver Requests (if applicable) and justification.” 

• At this point we do not see a need for filing a Waiver Request. 
 

6. “The purpose and need for the change in zone classification.” 
• According to the Zoning Table at the Planning Department webpage, a parcel zoned 

A-35 may be used for “Mineral and Natural Resources Extraction Operations, 
Commercial” through the Special Use process.  Therefore, there does not appear to be 
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a need to rezone the two parcels provided the non-agricultural use is approved 
through the Special Use process. 

• Once mining is complete, the site will be returned to non-irrigated rangeland. (This 
statement was not in the original Letter of Intent submittal.) 

 
7. “The total number of acres in the requested area.” 

The total number of acres in the area requested for the mining operation is + 733.7 acres. 
The total available acres in the two parcels where the proposed mining operation is to be 
located, is + 2,162.9.   

8. “The total number of residential units and densities for each dwelling unit type.” 
This provision is not applicable since this is to be a mineral extraction operation.  The 
post mining land use is rangeland/wildlife habitat. 
 

9. “The number of industrial or commercial sites proposed.” 
The mineral extraction operation is to be conducted in six separate stages of mining.  The 
following table is an estimate of the stage time periods.  Please note the table is an 
estimate only since the rate and duration of mining is dependent on market demand: 

Phase Est. Yrs. 
1 10-15 
2 15-20 
3 4-6 
4 2-5 
5 2-4 
6 20-30 

 
10. “Approximate floor area ration of industrial and/or commercial uses.” 

The total area available for extraction minus roads and areas which will not be mined is 
 + 513.5 acres. 
 

11. “The number of mobile home units and densities for each dwelling unit type.” 
This requirement is not applicable.  The only mobile unit on-site may be a portable scale 
and mobile trailer for a site office. 
 

12. “Typical lot sizes: length and width.” 
This requirement is not applicable.  There will be no lots.  Rather there will be mining 
phases.  The size of each phase is as follows: 
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Phase Total Acres Available Total Acres Mined 
1 66.1 49.9 
2 213.7 173.0 
3 54.2 39.2 
4 24.3 14.9 
5 20.8 14.2 
6 268.4 222.3 

Total 733.7 513.5 
 

13. “Type of proposed recreational facilities.” 
This requirement is not applicable as this is a mineral extraction operation and is not open 
to public use during mining and site reclamation.  The post mining land uses are 
rangeland and wildlife habitat.  In addition, it is private land and not open to public use. 
 

14. “If phase construction is proposed, how will it be phased.” 
There will not be any phased construction since this is a mining operation.  The mining 
phases will be as follows (Item 15 below), with phase reclamation shortly following each 
mining phase.  There may be operational considerations which may delay all or portions 
of a phase for subsequent phase reclamation.  However, upon completion of mineral 
extraction, all phases and areas of incomplete reclamation will be reclaimed. 
 

15. “Anticipated schedule of development.” 
Mineral extraction will be done in phases.  Each phase of extraction will be essentially 
completed prior to the start of the next phase.  Prior to the completion of a phase of 
extraction, topsoil and some level of overburden removal and stockpiling will be 
necessary in order to prepare the next phase for mineral extraction.  In addition, interior 
mine roads may need to be constructed in each new phase prior to actual mineral 
extraction in a new phase.  The anticipated schedule of mineral extraction (development) 
may be as follows: 
 

Phase Est. Yrs. 
1 10-15 
2 15-20 
3 4-6 
4 2-5 
5 2-4 
6 20-30 

Total Est. 51 – 80 Yrs. 
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16. “How water and sewer will be provided.” 

• Water: 
 Process and dust control water: 

The estimated water use for material processing and fugitive dust control is 12.0-
acre feet per year.  No water will be used for site reclamation. 

 Potable water will either be purchased locally or obtained from on-site domestic 
ground water wells. 

• Sewer: 
No sewer or septic system will be provided for human waste.  Instead, portable 
toilets and solid waste disposal containers will be provided.  These units will be 
serviced and disposed off-site by commercially available providers. 
 

17. “Proposed uses, relationship between uses and densities.” 
This requirement is not applicable since this is a proposed mineral extraction 
operation.  The post mining land uses will be rangeland and wildlife habitat. 
 

18. “Areas of required landscaping.” 
At this point, we do not anticipate including what would be defined as “landscaping”.  
The mining operation has proposed a reclamation plan to the Colorado Division of 
Reclamation, Mining and Safety.  That plan will include the replacement of salvaged 
topsoil onto regraded and/or backfilled slopes, seedbed preparation and seeding an 
approved perennial grass and shrub seed mix. The proposed post mining land use will 
be rangeland and wildlife habitat. 
 

19. “Proposed access locations.” 
Currently, the point of access for Phase 1 will be off Sanborn Road, between East 
Ellicott Road South and South Baggett Road.  The mine access coordinates are: 

 38° 47’ 43.5875” N 
-104° 21’ 17.6006” W 

The location of the entrance is expected to change as new phases of the proposed 
mineral extraction are initiated.  Prior to the modification and use of access road 
locations, the appropriate state and local authorities will be contacted and 
appropriate permits and authorizations obtained. 
 

20. “Approximate acres and percent of land to be set aside as open space, not to include 
parking, drive, and access roads.” 
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This requirement is not applicable since the entire area once mining is complete will 
be reclaimed to rangeland and wildlife habitat.  Some mining related and previously 
exiting roads will be left for use for the landowner’s ranching operations. 
 

• Note: In a comment sent to us, we were asked to include the Use and Dimensional 
Standards in the Letter of Intent.  Due to the size of the document, we are providing the 
response to this comment as a separate document.  It is titled, “Use and Dimensional 
Standards, Chapter 5: Date 2/8/2021.” 

 
 

Respectfully, 
 
 
H. Bruce Humphries 
Regulatory Permits Management, Inc. 
Consultant for Ellicott Sand and Gravel, LLC 
   
 
The following is being added on 6/24/2022 based on an email from EPC PD. The document was 
sent to the EPC PD around 2/8/2021 as a separate document. 
 

Use and Dimensional Standards, Chapter 5:  
Response Date: 2/8/2021 

“Chapter 5 – Use and Dimensional Standards” 
• “5.1.2 Types of Uses and Limit on the Number of Uses per Lot or Parcel 
 “…Only one principal use is allowed per lot or parcel, except in the A-35 

zoning district …where more than one principal use may be established 
subject to the requirements and limitations of this Code, or where special 
use approval or variance of use approval has authorized additional 
use…” 

 Response: 
 The use we are requesting, by way of this Special Use Application, is 

a Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Operations, Commercial. 
 According to the above section of the EPC Code, 5.1.2, more than one 

use may be allowed in the two Parcels (2400000276 and 2400000275) 
which are zoned A-35, agriculture.  The proposed mineral extraction 
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will permit area is approximately 733.7 acres of the Parcel’s total 
acreage, 2,162.98 acres. 

 
• “5.3.2 Special Use 
 (B) Applicability – No special use application shall be considered unless 

the underlying land is located within a particular zoning district which 
allows the proposed special use.” 

 Response: 
 According the El Paso County records, the two parcels upon which 

the proposed mineral extraction operation is to be located are zoned 
A-35, agriculture. 

 According to Table 5-1, Principal Uses, Mineral and Natural Resource 
Extraction Operations, Commercial, are allowed in parcels zoned A-
35. 

• “The special use is generally consistent with the applicable Master Plan;” 
 Response: 
 We believe the following referenced document demonstrates the proposed 

mineral extraction operation is “generally consistent” with the Master Plan. 
 Please see the document titled “Master Plan V2 Redlines, 11/25/2020, PCD 

Project Manager: Response Date: 1-16-2021” 
 

• “The special use will be in harmony with the character of the neighborhood, and will 
generally be compatible with the existing and allowable land uses in the surrounding 
area;” 
 Response: 
 The proposed use will be temporary and will return the proposed use, mineral 

extraction, to the previous use, agriculture.  To be specific, non-irrigated 
agriculture. 

 With the exception of a small residential development to the west of the proposed 
mineral extraction operation, the surrounding uses are agriculture.   

 
• “The impact of the special use does not overburden or exceed the capacity of the public 

facilities and services, or, 
 Response: 
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 As we stated in or Mineral Extraction Application, other than fire protection and 
availability of an ambulance and the local sheriff, there should be no need for any 
other “public facilities or services”. 

 The Ellicott Fire Protect District had no significant concerns with the proposed 
project.  The minor concerns they did have, we understand have been addressed, 
to their satisfaction. 

 
• “in the alternative, the special use application demonstrates that it will provide adequate 

public facilities in a timely and efficient manner.” 
 Response: 
 We anticipate no additional “public facilities” or services will be required, as the 

result of the proposed mineral extraction operation. 
 

• “The special use will not create unmitigated traffic congestion or hazards in the 
surrounding area, and” 
 Response: 
 We believe the “Traffic Impact Report” and follow up responses demonstrates the 

level of operational traffic generated will be under the 200-vehicle limit trigger.  
Therefore, there should be no need to provide traffic mitigation at this time. 
(Please see the Traffic Report for details, sent as a separate document.) 

 
• “has adequate, legal access. 
 Response: 
 The proposed mineral extraction operation will consist of a number of Stages.  As 

the mining is completed in a Stage, the mining operation will move to the next 
Stage.  Therefore, some Stages may use the same access point or require a unique 
access point.  We therefore intend to obtain the appropriate “driveway permits” 
from the County as necessary.   

 Each access point will be designed to accommodate highway haul trucks.  As part 
of the “driveway permit(s)” submitted to the County, we will supply all required 
documents necessary for the County to review and approve the access point 
driveways as they are needed. 

 
• "The special use will comply with all applicable local,  
 Response: 
 We believe with the submittal of the El Paso County Planning Department 

required document, and addressing all local agency comments, we are in 
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compliance with all applicable local rules and regulations and licenses and 
permits. 

 
• “state,” (licenses, permits, rules and regulations) 
 Response: 
 We have committed to supply a copy of the DRMS/MLRB approved permit upon 

approval of the SUP/Development Plan applications and issuance of the 
DRMS/MLRB permit.   
 We have received DRMS/MLRB application approval and have supplied 

proof of the approved application.   
 For the permit to be issued by the DRMS/MLRB, we only need to submit the 

Financial and Performance Warranties. 
 We have committed to supply copies of the Air Quality Control Division’s Air 

Quality Permit(s) upon approval of the SUP/Development Plan Applications. We 
laid out the steps necessary for the issuance of the Air Quality Permit in the 
document titled, “Impact Mitigation Analysis V2 Redlines, 11/25/2020, PCD 
Manager: Response Date: 1-15-2021”. 

 We received comments from the Office of the State Engineer/Division of Water 
Resources. We believe we have adequately addressed their comments dated July 
1, 2020, and December 8, 2020.   
 Our responses may be found in the document titled, “Colorado Division of 

Water Resources, 12/8/2020.  
 Water quality issues are addressed in our approved DRMS/MLRB permit 

application. 
 The DRMS/MLRB application we submitted covered both surface and ground 

water potential issues.  The DRMS reviewed our responses to their surface 
and ground water regulations.   
o Request for comments were sent to the Colorado Department of Public 

Health and Environment, Water Quality Control Division.   
o They did not comment on the DRMS/MLRB application we submitted. 

 Based on our responses to Division’s rules and regulations and comments, the 
DRMS approved the application package, which included protection to the 
quality and quantity of both surface and ground water. 

 Solid waste and asbestos, lead based paint and water quality issues were 
addressed in the following submittal to the EPC Planning Department: 
 “Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Comments, Solid 

Waste, Water Quality, Asbestos and Lead Based Paint Date: 11/10/2020, 
Response to Comments, Date: 12/6/2020.” 
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 Light pollution should not be an issue since no nighttime mineral extraction 
activities will occur.  We will operate only during daylight hours. 

 Noise pollution was addressed in our document titled “Impact Mitigation 
Analysis” submitted to the EPC Planning Department on 3/11/2020. 

 
• “The special use will not otherwise be detrimental to the public health, safety and 

welfare of the present or future residents of El Paso County;”  
 Response: 
 We believe we meet the conditions of the above approval criteria for the 

following reasons: 
 The proposed mineral operation is of limited duration and will be reclaimed to 

a post mining land use of non-irrigated rangeland, an agricultural use.   
 Once the SUP application and the Development Plan are approved, the 

required reclamation plan financial and performance warranties will be posted 
with the State of Colorado. 

 Therefore, future residents should not suffer detrimental public health, safety 
or welfare issues. 

 We believe the proposed mineral extraction operation will not be detrimental to 
the public health, safety and welfare for the present residents.  
 We have shown, in the various submittals to El Paso County we meet this 

condition based on the following: 
o The DRMS/MLRB approval of the permit application documents 

demonstrate the proposed mineral extraction operation should not violate 
the MLRB rules and regulations which are intended to protect human 
health, property and the environment. 

o Mineral extraction operations may not begin until the appropriate Air 
Quality Control Division, Air Quality Permit and its requirements are in 
place.  The Air Quality Permit(s) are intended to mitigate potential 
fugitive dust. impacts. 

o Are stated intent to comply with the Colorado Department of Human 
Health and Environment, Water Quality Control Division rules and 
regulations demonstrate our proposed mineral extraction operations should 
not negatively impact surface or ground water quality. 

o Our stated intent to comply with the Division of Water Resources rules 
and regulations demonstrate our proposed mineral extraction operation 
should not negatively impact adjacent water rights or other such issues. 
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o With approval of the SUP permit and Development Plan, the remaining 
protections, not covered by State agencies rules and regulations, are 
covered by the El Paso County rules, regulations and ordinances. 

 
• “The special use conforms or will conform to all other applicable County rules, 

regulations or ordinances” 
 Response: 
 With approval of the Special Use Permit and Development Plan, we understand 

El Paso County will have found the proposed mineral extraction operation 
“conforms” to all applicable County rules, regulations and ordinances. 

 
• “(E) Performance Guarantees and Financial Assurance. 
 Sufficient performance guarantees and financial assurance may be required to ensure 

implementation of and compliance with the conditions imposed.  The terms or any 
required guarantees and financial assurance shall be made part of a development 
agreement. 

 Response: 
 Since this is a mineral extraction operation and not a commercial or residential 

development, we suggest this provision does not apply. 
 In addition, under the terms of the DRMS/MLRD application approval, the 

permittee must post a DRMS determined Financial Warranty, sufficient to 
complete mine site reclamation. 

 Further, the permittee must also execute a Performance Warranty which legally 
requires the permittee to complete site reclamation. 

 
• “5.2.31. Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction: 

(A) Commercial Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Operations. 
(3) General Requirements. 

(a) Compliance with this Section.  In addition to compliance with the special use 
permit standards, any other applicable requirements of this Code and any 
conditions imposed by the BoCC, a commercial mineral and natural resource 
extraction operation shall also comply with the standards, requirements and 
conditions required by this Section.” 
 Response: 
 We do not intend to NOT comply with the applicable Federal, State or El 

Paso County rules, regulations, licenses or permits. 
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“(b) Valid Mining Permit Required.  A commercial mineral and natural resource 
extraction operation shall have a valid mining permit from the Colorado Mined 
Land Reclamation Board prior to beginning or expanding operations and during 
the entire period of operation.” 
 Response: 
 As a condition of the SUP approval, we agree to provide the County a 

copy of our issued Mined Land Reclamation Board (MLRB) permit. 
 We would like to point out the above County Code does not require we 

provide the MLRB permit as a requirement prior to County approval of 
the SUP/Development Plan.  Rather it says to us that we must provide a, 
“…valid mining permit…prior to beginning or expanding operations…”. 

 
“(c) Written Notice of Filing for Permit with MLRB.  Written notice of the filing 
of an application for a reclamation permit or renewal of an existing mining 
permit to the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board shall be provided to the 
PCD by the applicant concurrent with the placement of a copy of the application 
or renewal for public inspection at the office of the Clerk and Recorder in 
accordance with C.R.S.§ 34-32-112(10)(a).” 
 Response: 
 The DRMS “Completeness Letter” that the application is considered filed. 
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 Response: Proof of notice to the El Paso County Clerk and Recorder: 
 

“(d) Proof of Publication Required.  The applicant shall provide copies of the 
proof of publication of any notice required by C.R.S. § 34-32-112 (10)(b) to the 
PCD.” 
 Response: 
 Proof of Publication: 
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“(e) Comply with Construction Permit and Erosion and Sediment quality Control 
Permit.  Mineral and natural resource extraction operations shall comply with 
ECM and any required permits.” 
 Response: 
 We do not intend to NOT comply with the applicable El Paso County 

rules, regulations, licenses or permits. 
 
“(4) Local Approval and State of Colorado Discharge Permits.  Approval of a special 
use permit does not relieve the applicant from compliance with discharge 
requirements of the State of Colorado. 
 Response: 
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 As stated in our responses to the Colorado Department of Public Health 
and Environment, Water Quality Control Division (CDPHE, WQCD), we 
will comply with all applicable CDPHE, WQCD Rules and Regulations 
and necessary permits. 

 
“(B) Additional Standards.  A mineral and natural resource extraction operation shall, in 
addition to meeting the special use standards, demonstrate conformance with the 
following standards:” 

“(1) Consistent with the Master Plan.  The operation shall be consistent with the 
Master Plan for the Extraction of Commercial Mineral Deposits.” 
 Response: 
 We believe we have demonstrated in the submitted document titled, “Master 

Plan V2 Redlines, 11/25/2020, PCD Project Manager, Response Date: 
2/8/2021” that we will meet the Master Plan’s Goals, Policies, and Proposed 
Actions which are applicable to our proposed mineral extraction operation.  

 
“(2) No Adverse Long-Term Visual Impacts.  The operation shall have no adverse 
long-term visual impact either from adjacent properties or major transportation 
corridors.” 
 Response: 
 We do not foresee any, “…adverse long-term visual impact…from adjacent 

properties or (from) major transportation corridors.”   
 Once mining and reclamation operations are complete, the site will be 

returned to non-irrigated rangeland which will reduce the traffic load to the 
area.  Returning the site to non-irrigated rangeland will return the visual and 
traffic impacts to pre-mining conditions in terms of visual impacts and traffic 
impacts. 

 
“(3) Reclaimed to a Compatible Use.  The land on which the operation is located 
shall be reclaimed to a use and character compatible with the surrounding uses and 
zoning.” “Please site what the future use of the site will be after mining is complete 
in further detail, will vegetation measures be taken if so what are those measures?”  
(From 11/25/2020 PCD PM Letter of Intent Comments.) 
 Response: 
 The post mining land use will be non-irrigated rangeland.  Since the existing 

use is agriculture, zoned 35-A, the post mining land use should be compatible 
with the existing use. 

 The site reclamation measures will include: 
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o Backfilling and grading to a 3H:1V slope or less. 
o Replacement of up to 6 inches of plant growth material. 
o Seed to the DRMS/MLRB, site specific, approved seed mix. 
o Apply a weed free straw mulch based on the DRMS/MLRB approved 

permit specifications. 
o Noxious weed control as needed and as specified in the DRMS/MLRB 

approved permit. 
 

“(4) Operation to Result in Efficient Use of Resources.  The operation shall result in 
an efficient use of the mineral deposit.” 
 Response: 
 The response is from the Mineral Extraction Application, 11/21/2019, 

previously submitted: 
o According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service soil survey for 

the proposed mining operation, the sand resource is considered “Fair”.  
Excerpts from the soil survey, “Description – Sand Sources” describe the 
proposed minable sand as follows: 

o “Sand is a natural aggregate (0.05 millimeter to 2 millimeters in 
diameter) suitable for commercial uses with a minimum of 
processing. (Emphasis added) It is used in many kinds of 
construction.” 

o “The properties used to evaluate the soil as a source of sand are 
gradation of grain size (as indicated by the Unified classification of 
the soil), the thickness of suitable material, and the content of rock 
fragments.” 

o The soils are rated “good,” “fair,” or “poor” as potential sources of 
sand.  A rating of “good” or “fair” means that sand is likely to be in 
or below the soil.” 

o The available drill logs further confirm the site has a sand and gravel 
resource of considerable depth.  The following water well, well logs, 
illustrate the extent of the sand and gravel resource on the proposed mine 
site. Based on the three well logs taken across the property, the sand and 
gravel resource, excluding contaminants such as clay, shale, and 
sandstone) vary in extent from 56 feet to 88 feet of actual thickness. (The 
depth of the in-place resource varies in depth from 77 feet to 100 feet and 
includes interbedding of clay, shale, and sandstone.)  The “contaminates” 
will be removed at the on-site processing facility and disposed on-site as 
part of the reclamation process. 
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Map of water well logs to illustrate depth of resource. 

 
“(5) Disturbance of Sensitive Environment Limited.  The operation shall not 
substantially disturb uniquely sensitive environmental features including but not 
limited to wetlands, riparian habitats, wildlife habitats, threatened or endangered 
species habitat, high priority land for conservation, and rare or unusual natural 
features.” 
 Response: 
 The response is from the Mineral Extraction Application, 11/21/2019, 

previously submitted: 
 The approved Reclamation Plan, Exhibit E and wildlife statement, 

states, “The mining and reclamation plans consider existing wildlife 
conditions and final reclamation will not change the area for wildlife 
use.  The mining and reclamation plans allow for the safety and 
protection of wildlife remaining on the mine site, at the processing site 
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and along all access roads to the site.  In general, we have found there 
is little long-term disturbance to native wildlife species around gravel 
mining operations.  The big game species tend to use mining sites and 
newly vegetated areas after operations have stopped for the day.  The 
smaller species tend to move to undisturbed areas.” 

 Wetlands, Riparian Habitat, Wildlife Water Habitat: 
“No dredging takes place at this facility, there are no temporary 
siltation structures involved in this operation and no mining will be 
done in a river or waters of the United States.   
o A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Permit is not required for this 

operation because no wetlands will be disturbed based on a 
statement from the Army Corps of Engineers, Ellicott Sand 
&Gravel LLC – Schubert Ranch Resource M-2-18-063 – 
Adequacy Response 01, from Environment, Inc., to Mr. Timothy 
A. Cazier, P.E. DRMS: 

 

 
 Retention ponds may be constructed on the site to collect stormwater 

before it leaves the site.   
 No stormwater will be retained for more than 72 hours and then only 

after it meets water quality standards.  These ponds will be removed 
when an area is reclaimed.”  (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS 
approved Permit Application.) 

 Evaluation of Impacts on the 100 Year Flood Plain: 
Please See Attachment III in the previously submitted Mineral 
Extraction Application.  Omitted here due to size. 
 

 Threatened or Endangered Species Habitat: 
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o “Review of the Conservation Status Handbook for El Paso County 
indicates that the proposed permit area does not lie in any of the 
listed Critical Habitat areas of El Paso County, and we find no list 
of endangered or threatened species for the area around or on the 
permit area.  No raptor nests were observed on the mine during site 
inspections and in discussion with the landowner they do not 
remember any being present in the past.” 

o “Prior to opening an area for mining, Ellicott Sand & Gravel will 
make observations of the new area to determine if there are raptors 
using the site as active hunting areas, overnight roost site or 
nesting sites.  If any are observed, the Colorado Springs Office of 
the Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) office will be contacted to 
confirm the observations and advise Ellicott Sand & Gravel on 
what actions should be taken to avoid disrupting the sites during 
nesting times. Ellicott Sand & Gravel will then take the appropriate 
actions to prevent disturbance to the nest or roost site.  If raptor use 
occurs or is observed after mining activities have commenced on 
an area, then CPW will be contacted to advise actions that can be 
worked out to operate the mine without completely abandoning the 
site for long periods of time.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS 
approved Permit Application.)  

 High Priority Land for Conservation and Rare or Unusual Natural 
Features: 
o To the best of our knowledge, there are no “High Priority Land for 

Conservation” or “Rare or Unusual Natural Features”.  
o From the approved DRMS Permit Application: 

 

o “The site is mostly grassland and developed agricultural areas with 
some ephemeral creek bed running down the central part of the 
site.  The only trees of any significance are located on or around 
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the farmyards, on the parcel.  There are a few shrubs and scattered 
small trees on the southern end of the area.  Wildlife resources on 
the affected lands are limited by the existing ground cover 
consisting of seasonal grasses, shrubs, and weeds. Ground cover in 
this area averages 25% or less, with some areas having little or no 
cover, only exposed sand.”  

 
o “Not a lot of wildlife have been observed on the area.  Usually, it 

consisted of larger mammals such as deer and antelope that use 
travel corridors over the area. Some small game species and birds 
have been observed.  Wildlife expected to be found on the property 
may include deer, antelope, small rodents and mammals, and 
songbirds.  There are no known threatened or endangered species 
on the property.”   

 
o “Existing wildlife in the area is not expected to be significantly 

impacted by mining at this site.  Temporary and permanent losses 
of food and habitat is not expected to be significant as the area of 
disturbance will be limited to less than 10% of the permit area at 
any given time.  Haul road speed limits will be limited to 15 MPH 
or less.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit 
Application.) 

 
“(6) Disturbance of Historic Resources Limited.  The use shall not substantially 
disturb identified historical, archaeological, or paleontological sites. 
 Response: 
 The response is from the Mineral Extraction Application, 11/21/2019, 

previously submitted: 
 A review of the Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety electronic 

files indicates that “History Colorado” has not yet provided comments 
on the proposed operation. (As of 10/14/2019) To the best of the 
Applicant’s knowledge, no historic resources are within the limits of 
the proposed operation.   

 As required by C.R.S. 24-80 (Part 13), we will follow the requirements 
of this Statute, should human remains be “discovered” during our 
mining and reclamation operations.  In addition, if human remains are 
discovered, the El Paso County Sheriff will be contacted. 
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 It is our understanding, given the proposed mining operation is on 
private lands, cultural resource inventories are not required under State 
Statute. 

 
“(7) Buffering Required.  The site and associated special use operations shall be 
adequately buffered from surrounding properties and uses.” 
 Response: 
 The response is from the Mineral Extraction Application, 11/21/2019, 

previously submitted: 
 The permit boundary is proposed to be setback from the Schubert Ranch 

property boundary by at least 200 feet. The following map illustrates the 
property line setback around the perimeter of the permit boundary and is 
from “ESG County Plot Plan, PCD Project Manager, 11/25/2020, 
Response date 2-8-2021” which also addresses this item in more detail.  
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Property Setback Map 
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“(8) Water Supply Adequate for Operations and Reclamation Uses.  Adequate water 
supplies shall be available for drinking, dust control, landscaping, general operations 
and effective reclamation.  Proof of approved water supply shall be provided to 
PCD.”   
“It is unclear if you are planning on drilling a well OR bringing water in from 
outside sources.  If you are planning on drilling a well, we would need to be stated 
and proof of water rights need to be submitted.  If you are bringing in outside water 
in, we would need you to identify the location and size of cisterns.  PCD would also 
need to add a condition of approval to the project of cisterns and would need record 
of receipts. (This comment is from 11/25/2020 PCD PM Letter of Intent Comments.) 
 Response: 
 The following response is modified from the Mineral Extraction 

Application, 11/21/2019, response previously submitted. 
 From the Ellicott, DRMS Permit Application, Page 20, Exhibit G.  

“We estimate water use at the mine, including, dust control will 
require 12.0 ac-ft per year.” It will be purchased from a local 
commercial water provider which has water permitted for industrial 
uses. (Please see additional response to this comment, below.) 

 No on-site drilling of new wells will be done.  No on-site wells are 
proposed to be used at this time.  If, in the future, on-site wells will be 
needed, we will permit that use through the Department of Water 
Resources. 

 As stated in the “Colorado Division of Water Resources, DWR 
Comment Date: 7/1/2020,12/8/2020, Response Date: 2/8/2020”, 
response to comments; “The source of water needed for processing 
and fugitive dust control will likely be Tim Kunan Drilling, 23945 
Lucky Lane, Calhan, Colorado.” 

 No water will be used for reclamation, nor will the revegetation areas 
be irrigated.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit 
Application.) 

 Potable water will either be purchased locally or obtained from on-site 
domestic ground water wells.  A total of 6 employees will be on-site at 
any one time.  

 
“(9) Mitigation of Impacts to Adjacent Properties.  Adverse impact from vibration, 
noise, glare, blowing or flowing materials, or odors shall be mitigated to ensure 
minimal impacts to adjacent properties and travelers.” 
 Response: 
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 Vibration Impacts: 
 There are two potential sources of vibration impacts, blasting and 

operational equipment, such as dozers, backhoes, and crushers. 
o No blasting will occur at the proposed operation.   
o The ground vibration from tracked equipment is minimal since the 

substrate will be sand.  The sandy nature of the site will absorb 
vibration from such equipment. 

 The processing will not include any large crushing equipment.  The 
crushing which may occur on-site, will use a typical sand and gravel 
crusher and screening system.  Little vibration is transmitted from the 
equipment to the ground.  Since the substrate is sandy, it will absorb 
most vibration. 

 Noise Impacts: 
 Mining operations create noise from several sources, to include haul 

trucks, excavation equipment, and processing equipment.  Safety 
related sources of noise include backup alarms or horns, required by 
Federal mine safety regulations. 

 Noise Mitigation Practices, includes but are not limited to: 
o Hours of operation:  The proposed mining operation will only 

operate from 7 am to 7 pm, six days per week, as needed. (Only 
during daylight hours within that timeframe and as demand for 
product dictates.) 

o Placement of topsoil stockpiles may be used to reduce noise and 
visual impacts. 

o Once the initial pit cut is achieved, operations may be moved 
below the surface elevation into the active pit.  Relocation into the 
operational pit will help reduce operational noise and visual 
impacts. 

o The highway haul trucks point(s) of access will be away from 
residential areas and will help reduce the noise impact. (Please see 
the Mine Plan Map which shows the point of access, Stage 1, mid-
way along Sanborn Road, well away from the housing 
development on the west side of the proposed mining operation. 

 
 Glare Impacts: 
 This is proposed to be a daytime mining operation.  Therefore, no 

operational lighting is needed.   
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 If night operations should be needed, we will return to the County to 
properly address operational lighting needs and impacts. 
 

 Blowing or Flowing Materials, or Odor Impacts: 
 We do not anticipate impacts from materials which might produce 

odors. This is a sand and gravel operation which will use water in its 
processing facility.  In addition, we will secure portable toilets for use 
on-site.  A commercial provider will service the portable toilets on a 
regular basis.  In addition, the site will be gated to prevent illegal 
dumping. 

 There should not be any “flowing materials”.  It is true the fine sands 
and reject fine soil may flow somewhat.  Material movement will be 
contained within the active pit for each Stage. 

 Fugitive dust is the primary air pollutant.  We will have, in-place, a 
fugitive dust control plan as part of our air quality permit.   
o Fugitive dust control plans may include periodic watering to 

control fugitive dust from the roads and spray controls (as may be 
needed) for the crushing and screening operations, etc.  

o It should be noted, the pit roadways will be sand, or sand and 
gravel which should prevent significant generation of fugitive dust.  

o In addition, the mined material will have some level of entrained 
moisture which will help control fugitive dust 

 
“(10) Commercial Mineral Deposit Required.  A commercial mineral deposit as 
defined by State Statute shall exist on the land on which the operation will be 
located.” 
 Response: 
 The following was originally submitted as part of the Mineral Extraction 

Application. 
 C.R.S. 34-1-302(1) “’Commercial mineral deposit’ means a natural 

deposit of … sand, gravel…for which extraction by an extractor is or will 
be commercially feasible and regarding which it can be demonstrated by 
geologic, mineralogic, or other scientific data that such deposit has 
significant economic or strategic value to the area, state ...”  

 Based on the following from the Ellicott Valley Comprehensive Plan, the 
proposed sand and gravel operation should fit nicely within the Ellicott 
Valley Comprehensive Plan Position Statement, “The Valley is ultimately 
capable of providing many of the elements necessary to support 
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residential, commercial, and industrial development.  It is the intention of 
the plan to promote the Valley as the location for one or more self-
sustaining (emphasis added) satellite communities which will be 
complementary to the existing metropolitan area.”  A regional source of 
aggregate will be an important asset to the area development. 

 The following information from the USGS Geologic Map of Colorado 
illustrates the potential of the deposit as a commercial sand and gravel 
deposit. Also shown is the El Paso County Resource Evaluation, Map 3: 
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El Paso County Aggregate Resource Evaluation 
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Geological Survey Map 

 
 
 

Geology of the Area Based on the USGS Survey Map: 
 The following geogolic map illustates the extent of the Qg and Qa 

deposits: 
 Qg is Gravels and Alluviums 
 Qa is Modern Alluvium 
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 “Commercial mineral deposit’ means a natural deposit of … sand, 

gravel…for which extraction by an extractor is or will be commercially 
feasible…” 
 Based on the above statutory definition and the depth of resource 

available, we believe the deposit is a commercial deposit. 
 The second part of the definition requires, “…and regarding which it 

can be demonstrated by geologic, mineralogic, or other scientific data 
that such deposit has significant economic or strategic value to the 
area, state ...” 

 We have underlined the portion of the statute to which the resource’s 
significance applies.  It is understand that a significant source of sand 
and gravel is becoming less available (see below) as the current 
doposits are nearing either the limits of the resource, limited by 
surrounding development, or polotical resistance to the permitting of 
new sources of construction aggregate.   

 According to the Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety 
website, El Paso County has 16 permitted sand and gravel operations.   
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 Of that number, six are of less than 10 acres in size and may not be a 
significant source of sand.  One operation is essentially a clay 
operation for providing other than sand and gravel.   

 The Daniels Sand Pit #2 is responsible for 75% of the sand sold 
locally. (Page 49, El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral Extraction, 
Feb 8, 1996)  
o However, it appears the Daniels Sand Pit #2 is nearing completion 

of mining given it has almost reached the limits of lands available 
for mining “land locked”.   

o (The Schubert Ranch sand resource has the potential to replace a 
significant portion of the sand resource, upon closure of the 
Daniels Sand Pit #2.)   

 Another site is also “land locked.  Two sites are greater than 34 miles 
from Colorado Springs.  One site is in final reclamation. 

 
“(11) Site Security and Safety.  Adequate site security and safety plans shall be 
provided at all times.” 
“state what measure will be taken for site security and safety. “(From 11/25/2020 
PCD PM Letter of Intent Comments.) 
 Response: 
 The following was originally submitted as part of the Mineral Extraction 

Application. 
 Site Safety – As a mining operation, we are subject to the Mine Safety 

and Health Administration (MSHA).  Their regulations include, but not 
limited to, mine site speed limits, employee training, back-up alarms, fan 
and belt guards, site security, posting of signage, personal protective gear 
(PPG), roll over protection on equipment, and periodic inspections by 
MSHA personnel, etc. 

 Site Security – We will provide an entrance gate which will be locked 
during non-business hour.  Given the operation will have a scale for 
weighing loaded highway haul trucks, all persons entering the mine site 
will be required to check with the Scale House personnel to sign-in, 
demonstrate they have recent MSHA minor training, and PPG.  The 
perimeter of the mine site will be posted with no trespassing, mining 
operation signs. 

 Fire Safety and Emergency Response: 
 Fire safety – The mine operations are under Mine Safety and Health 

Administration (MSHA) regulations.   
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o MSHA requires mine safety training on a regular basis which 
includes how to suppress a fire until the local emergency fire 
responders arrive.  

o MSHA requires fire suppression equipment on all mobile 
equipment and fire suppression equipment near any significant 
sources of ignition, such as areas of stored petroleum products and 
other stored combustibles.  

o As part of the MSHA training mine employees are to receive first 
aid training. The mine operator is required to have appropriate first 
aid supplies on site.   

o Emergency Response – MSHA also requires miner training to 
include emergency response training such as spill response. 

 The fire protection district is the Ellicott Fire District. 
 

“(12) Hours of Operation.  Hours of operation shall be compatible with neighboring 
uses, traffic volumes, affected transportation corridors and school bus operations, 
and designated pedestrian crosswalk activity over the lifetime of the operation.” 
“what are the hours of operation are for all types of operation?”  (From 11/25/2020 
PCD PM Letter of Intent Comments.) 
 Response: 
 The proposed mineral extraction operation will operate during daylight 

hours, six days per week, as demand for product dictates. 
 

“(13) Reclamation of Visual and Environmental Impacts.  Reclamation of adverse 
visual and other environmental impacts shall take place within a reasonable and 
specified time frame." 
 Response: 
 Reclamation will be concurrent with each Stage.   
 This is to be a phased mining operation.  As a new Stage is begun, the 

previous Stage will begin reclamation.  An exception will be if 
portions of a Stage is needed to be left open for the material 
processing, scale and scale house use, product stockpiles use, and 
internal mine access road use.   

 In addition, the MLRB Rules and Regulations require once we notify 
the DRMS that mining has been concluded in a Stage, we have 5 years 
to complete the reclamation in that Stage. 

 Adverse Visual Impact Reclamation: 
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 In a general sense, mining is not a long-term activity and varies in 
length from a few months (highway borrow site) to longer term mining 
operations such as Climax Mine near Leadville, Colorado.  In this 
case, the expected life of the mine is approximately between 53 and 80 
years.  During this time period, the site will be mined in a number of 
Stages.  As a new Stage is begun, the previous Stage may begin 
reclamation as discussed above. 

 What they all have in common is as a Stage is completed, reclamation 
will begin.   
o A reclamation plan must specify a post mining land use which has 

the concurrence of the local county in which the mine is to be 
located.  

o Once an operator notifies the DRMS that mining is complete at a 
mine site or Stage of mining, the operator initiates site reclamation 
in order to meet the regulatory requirement to complete 
reclamation.   

 Therefore, any visual impacts will be addressed shortly after mining in 
a Stage is complete.   

 In addition, once a pit (Stage) is initially opened, the operations will be 
below grade and will have only limited visibility.   

 Also, where possible, topsoil stockpiles will be placed to limit 
visibility to the operation from certain locations around the perimeter 
of a Stage. 

 Environmental Impact Mitigation: 
There are a few environmental impacts possible from a typical sand and 
gravel mining operation.  Below are what we believe are the potential 
environmental issues and how we intend to mitigate impacts.  
Environment impacts are determined by Federal, State, and local (El Paso 
County) regulations.  For example, typical county environmental impacts 
are noise, light, and visual impacts, etc.  

 
 Air Pollution: 

o Section 6.3.1 of the El Paso County Land Development Code 
requires an operator comply with County, State and Federal air 
quality standards.  The County has agreed to make submittal of the 
air permit a condition of approval.   

o This is not a construction activity, rather it is a mining operation. 
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o In a typical sand and gravel mining operation, such as the proposed 
operation, the expected air pollutant is fugitive dust.   

o There will be some emissions from gas and diesel equipment 
(trucks and mining equipment).  Engine emissions from equipment 
and fugitive dust are subject to regulation by the State Air Quality 
Control Division (AQCD).  The AQCD will review the 
Operation’s Air Pollution Emission Notice (APEN) and determine 
what operational controls will be required.   

o Air quality impacts, therefore, will be mitigated by the 
requirements of the Air Quality Permit(s) issued by the AQCD. 
Prior to beginning any on-site mining operations, Ellicott Sand and 
Gravel will provide the documents as required by Section 
6.3.1.(B)(2)(b) shortly after approval by the Colorado Air Quality 
Control Division. 
 We therefore suggest, since this is not a typical development, it 

may not be necessary for the County to apply the provision of 
Section 6.3.1.(B)(3) for the above reasons and waive this 
provision. 

 Section 6.3.1(C)(5)(a) and (b) Haul Trucks and Haulage Equipment: 
o Deposition of Dirt and Mud on Roads: 
 This is a sand and gravel operation.  Therefore, dirt and mud 

should be minimal.  The operational surface will be sand and or 
sand and gravel.   

 The access point(s) will be surfaced with pit run material (sand 
and/or gravel). 

o (b) Particulates Emission in Transit: 
 All loads will be covered.   

 (6) Open Burning: 
o There will be no open burning. 

 Impacts to Water Quality: 
o Ground Water Quality: 
 The operation is designed to not intercept the ground water and 

will stay at least 10 feet about the regional ground water elevation.   
 No toxic or other hazardous material will be on site in reportable 

quantities.   
 All other solid and liquid waste will be disposed off-site at an 

approved facility.  
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 We will contract with a commercial provider to handle and 
provide portable toilets. 

 If diesel fuel is stored onsite, the storage facility will either be 
double walled with barriers to prevent vehicle strike, or a berm 
to contain the capacity of the fuel tank plus the appropriate 
design storm event.  
- Other than the possibility of diesel fuel, the only other 

petroleum products which may impact ground water (and 
surface water) are antifreeze, hydraulic fluid and grease and 
oils.  These items will not be stored on site. 

- We will clean up spills of petroleum products which meet 
the reportable quantities limits and dispose off-site, at an 
approved facility.   

o Surface Water: 
 This will be a non-discharging facility.  Therefore, a Water Quality 

Control Division (WQCD) Discharge Permit should not be 
required.  We will, however, comply with requirements of the 
WQCD in the event the WQCD determined a discharge permit is 
required. 

 We may need to obtain a Stormwater Discharge Permit.  
Regardless, we intend to have a Stormwater Management Plan 
(SWMP).  We will implement the SWMP as a part of our Best 
Management Practices (BMP).  Please see the attached “Ellicott 
Sand and Gravel’s Erosion and Sediment Quality Control Permit 
Application” Attachment I, which was previously submitted to El 
Paso County Planning Department. 

o The ephemeral drainages will not be disturbed by mining. 
o With implementation of our SWMP, coupled with our commitment to 

stay at least 10 feet above the regional ground water table, plus the 
other commitments noted above, and that no ephemeral drainages will 
be disturbed by mining, we believe, will sufficiently mitigate any 
potential impacts to surface and ground water. 

 
 Wildlife Impacts: 

o The reclamation plan approved by the DRMS lays out how the site 
will be reclaimed and takes into consideration the protection of 
wildlife resources. 
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 For example, the post mining land use is non-irrigated rangeland.  
The existing use is agriculture. The proposed reclamation seed mix 
includes a significant number of perennial grass species, several 
shrubs and one forb, (clover).  The post mining land use of non-
irrigated rangeland will encourage use by various classes of 
wildlife, more so than what is typical of other agricultural uses. 

 The proposed operation will be mined in Stages.  Once mining is 
complete in a Stage, reclamation will begin in that Stage.  Those 
Stages not yet mined will be available for wild life use. The 
commitment to staged mining, followed by reclamation of that 
Stage, will limit the impact on wildlife. 

 Of the available 733.7 available for mining, 220.2 acres will not be 
mined and available for wildlife use.  

 The present use of the mine site includes extensive areas of 
irrigated cropland with limited wildlife use. 

o Therefore, given the above factors, we do not expect significant impact 
to existing wildlife.  Further, once the site is fully reclaimed, wildlife 
use should be enhanced. 

 Impacts from Hazardous Waste: 
o As discussed above, other than the possibility of diesel fuel, antifreeze, 

hydraulic fluid and grease and oils, no hazardous or toxic substances 
shall be on-site.   

o The control of the above petroleum products is addressed above. 
 Noxious Weed Mitigation: 

o The approval of the DRMS Permit Application contains a typical 
Noxious Weed Control Plan which was provided in previous 
documents submitted the County. 

 6.3.2.(B) Drainage Report (Soil Erosion Control): 
o There are two types of soil erosion, rainfall runoff and wind erosion.  
o Wind Erosion:  
 Wind erosion is likely given the sandy nature of the proposed mine 

site.  Wind erosion and also fugitive dust, will be controlled by the 
following means: 
 Dust, primarily fugitive dust, will have the appearance of soil 

wind erosion.   
- Fugitive dust will be controlled under the provision of the 

approved Air Quality Permit, likely through road watering 
and some type of controls on the crushing and screening 
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operations and at the drop/transfer points of the conveyor 
system.   

- In addition, the processing operation will occasionally be 
moved to where mining is occurring to reduce travel 
distance from the in-bank resource and the processing 
facility.  Doing so will reduce the potential for mining and 
haul equipment fugitive dust generation. 

 Loss of soil and subsoil from bare, disturbed areas should be 
minimal due to the natural moisture in the soil and the active 
removal of in-bank raw sand and gravel product. 

o Rainfall Runoff Erosion:  
 This is a non-discharging facility and rainfall runoff does not 

report to any public or private sanitary or stormwater sewer 
system. 

 Since this is a non-discharging facility, most soil erosion will 
be internal to the operation and should not affect off-site 
drainage ways. 

 Significant topsoil, soil erosion should not occur on areas 
which have not been disturbed since such areas are covered by 
natural, perennial grasses and other vegetation.  Once an area is 
ready for mining, the available topsoil will be salvaged and 
placed in topsoil stockpiles. 

o Topsoil stockpiles will be seeded with the approved, seed mix, once 
the pile reaches its intended size and it will not be disturbed for at least 
one year.  Seeding topsoil stockpiles will ensure the loss of soil, due to 
erosion is mitigated. 

 
“(14) Mineral Processing.  Mineral processing such as material washing, sorting, 
crushing or more intensive modification and alteration through mechanical or 
chemical means to a mineral resource extracted within the same ownership as the 
mineral extraction operation is prohibited unless specifically approved as part of the 
special use.  If processing is to occur on the property where a special use is requested 
for mineral extraction, then the special use cannot be approved administratively, and 
the public hearing process to review the special use will be triggered.” 
“please elaborate on all processing that will occur on site.” “please verify if there 
will be processing or not on site.” (From 11/25/2020 PCD PM Letter of Intent 
Comments.) 
 Response: 
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 Since material sorting is likely to occur on the proposed mineral extraction 
operation site, we understand a public hearing is triggered. 

 In addition, based on the makeup of the raw material extracted and the 
types of products eventually sold, additional processing may be required, 
such as crushing, screening, and washing. 

 All material processing equipment and scale will be portable and will 
following mining as each Stage is completed and a new Stage is opened. 

 In some Stages it may be more efficient to leave portions of the processing 
equipment and/or scale in a previous Stage. 

 Process Equipment (Revised from Mineral Extraction Application) 
 Portable crusher 
 Portable screens (may be combined with the crusher) 
 Portable conveyors/stacker 
 Portable scale and scale house 

 
• Comments from the 11/25/2020 PCD PM, concerning the Letter of Intent: 

“Review 1 comment: As stated in the TIS there is an off-site parking lot that would be 
used for this site that is not addressed in the letter of intent, the mining operation plan or 
identified on a site plan. 
 Response: 
 That statement is in error.  There will be no off-site parking.  All parking will 

occur within the proposed mine site and on the areas where topsoil has been 
removed.  Typically, this will be the active mining area and/or around the 
portable scale and scale house. 

 
“Review 2: The TIS indicates that haul vehicles will originate from off-site locations and 
that Ellicott would control half of the haul trips.  Please be sure to address in the letter of 
intent any off-site parking areas used by Ellicott Sand and Gravel.  An access permit will 
be required prior to the use of this off-site parking.  Note that use approval may be 
required as well.  Verify with the planning staff regarding any requirements for this off-
site parking.” 
 Response: 
 There will be no off-site parking.  All employee vehicles, visitors, and haul 

trucks will park on the active mining area where topsoil has been removed. 
 This item was requested to be addressed in the letter of intent.  We have 

addressed it here instead. 
 If any off-site parking is needed, we will contact El Paso County and obtain 

the necessary approvals and permits prior to use. 
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Respectfully, 
 
 
 
H. Bruce Humphries 
Regulatory Permits Management, Inc. 
Consultant for Ellicott Sand and Gravel 
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Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Application 

Date: 3-3-2020 

For: Schubert Ranch Sand Resource (Pit) 

Ellicott Sand and Gravel, LLC 

This Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Application is being submitted by Ellicott Sand 

and Gravel LLC for its proposed Schubert Ranch Sand Resource Pit located in eastern El Paso 

County.  Following are responses to your application questions. 

Vicinity Location Map: 
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5.2.31(A) (3) General Requirements: 

  (b) Valid Mining Permit: 

“A commercial mineral and natural resource extraction operation shall have a 

valid mining permit from the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board prior to 

beginning or expanding operations, and during the entire period of operation.” 

 

The Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board (MLRB) permit was approved on 

November 6, 2019.  The permit will be issued upon submittal and approval of the 

Performance and Financial Warranties.  With approval of the El Paso County 

applications, we will submit the required warranties to the Division of 

Reclamation, Mining and Safety (DRMS).  Upon issuance to the MLRD, DRMS 

Permit, we will provide El Paso County a copy of the approved permit. 

 

(c)  Written Notice of Filing for Permit with the MLRB: 

 

“Written notice of the filling of an application for a reclamation permit or 

renewal of an existing mining permit to the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation 

Board shall be provided to the PCD by the applicant concurrent with the 

placement of a copy of the application or renewal for public inspection at the 

office of the Clerk and Recorder in accordance with C.R.S. § 34-32-112 

(10)(a).” 

 

• Attached below is a copy of the written notice provided the El Paso County 

Clerk and proof of filling the notice to the El Paso County Clerk: 
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(d) “Proof of Publication Required 

The applicant shall provide copies of the proof of publication of any notices 

required by C.R.S. § 34-32-112(10(b) to the PCD. 

 

The proof of the newspaper public notice for the Ellicott Sand and Gravel 112C 

Regular Operations Permit application is attached below: 
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(e) “Comply with Construction Permit and Erosion and Sediment Quality Control 

Permit 

Mineral and natural resource extraction operations shall comply with ECM and 

any required permits.” 

 

We will provide the Construction Permit and Erosion and Sediment Quality 

Control Permit with the submittal of the Development Plan. 

 

(f) Legal Description: 

Legal Description 

Part of the S1/2N1/2SE1/4, S1/2SE1/4, and SE1/4SW1/4 of Section 20, and  

The E1/2E1/2 and NW1/4NE1/4 and parts of the SW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4SE1/4, and NW1/4SE1/4 

of Section 29 and  

The E1/2NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, & SE1/4NW1/4, and parts of the NW1/4NE1/4 & NE1/4NW1/4, 

Section 32, Township 14 South, Range 62 West, 6th P.M. El Paso County, Colorado  

Containing 733.7 acres more or less.  

Entrance location Stage I:  38° 47’ 43.5875”N, 104° 21’ 17.6006”W 

“5.2.31(B) Additional Standards: 

(1)   Consistent with Master Plan 

The operation shall be consistent with the Master Plan for Extraction of 

Commercial Mineral Deposits.” 

• We believe we have addressed the required items in the Master Plan for 

Mineral Extraction.  The following sections also provide the environmental 

items addressed and approved in the Division of Reclamation, Mining and 

Safety (DRMS) Permit application.  (We have drawn from the DRMS 

application to address the similar issues of concern in the County application 

process. 

• Such items as traffic, visual, noise, etc. are separately addressed by the County 

and are discussed in the following sections as well. 

 

“(2) No Adverse Long-Term Visual Impacts 

The operation shall have no adverse long-term visual impact either from adjacent 

properties or major transportation corridors.” 
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• Adverse, long term visual impacts to adjacent property owners: 

✓ From the estimated life of mine and phase table, the estimated life of the 

operation is from 53 – 80 years.  The mining and reclamation operations 

will be conducted in 6 phases.  As shown in the following table, the length 

of a phase varies from 2 to 30 years dependent on the particular phase.  As 

one mining phase is completed and the next mining phase begins, the 

previous phase will begin implementation of the approved reclamation 

plan.  The Permit Application states reclamation will run concurrent with 

the mining operations. 

 

Phase Est. Yrs. Total Acres Available Total Acres Mined 

1 10-15 66.1 49.9 

2 15-20 213.7 173.0 

3 4-6 54.2 39.2 

4 2-5 24.3 14.9 

5 2-4 20.8 14.2 

6 20-30 268.4 222.3 

Areas Not 

Mined 

Life of Mine 220.2 

Total 53-80 yrs. 733.7 513.5 

 

(Note of the 733.7 acres available within the approved permit boundary, 220.0 

acres will not be mined.) 

✓ Generally, the visual impact from the mining operation will be a relatively 

short period of time, per phase.  In addition, the phases are to be up to 60+ feet 

deep.  Given the 200+ foot setback from the adjacent property lines to the 

permit boundary and the 25-foot setback from the permit boundary to the 

affected land boundary and the depth of each phase (35 to 70 feet), little, if 

any of the operation should be visible from the adjoining properties.   

✓ In addition, mine operations visibility will be further augmented through the 

placement of topsoil and/or overburden stockpiles as shown on the Mine Plan 

Map for Stage II.  As required by MLRB regulations, such piles are to be 

seeded if not disturbed within one year.   

✓ The reclamation plan calls for the phases to be reclaimed to rangeland, and 

will be seeded to a grasses, forb and shrub mix.  The previously mined phase 

will begin reclamation as the next mining phase begins.  This will ensure that 

a disturbed phase will be put back to the approved post mining land use 

(rangeland) as soon as possible. 
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✓ The approved MLRB application states, “…having no more than 40 acres + 

disturbed at any-one-time.” 

➢ Adverse long-term visual impact on major transportation corridors: 

✓ The only major transportation corridor is Colorado State Highway 94 to the 

north of the operation.  The mining operation will not be visible from highway 

94 since it will be more than one mile from the active mining operation and 

will generally be below grade.  

✓ The point of access is on the south side of the proposed operation.  The access 

point joins the Sanborn Road through the middle of the Schubert Ranch 

property and Baggett Road to the east.  The access route will then join 

Colorado State Highway 94.  We do not reach a significant transportation 

corridor until reaching Colorado Highway 94. 

 

“(3) Reclaimed to a Compatible Use of Resources 

The land on which the operation is located shall be reclaimed to a use and    

character compatible with surrounding uses and zoning.” 

The Mined Land Reclamation Act for Construction Materials requires the Mined 

Land Reclamation Board and the Board of County Commissioners to confer as to 

the proposed post mining land use.  Ellicott Sand and Gravel provided a notice to 

the El Paso County Commissioners which specified the proposed post mining 

land use is to be rangeland and wildlife habitat.  The two parcels will be returned 

to their current zoning, A-35, and wildlife habitat. The DRMS with the approval 

of the application includes rangeland and agriculture as the post mining land use. 

 

“(4) Operation to Result in Efficient Use of Resource 

         The operation shall result in an efficient use of the mineral deposit.” 

According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service soil survey for the 

proposed mining operation, the sand resource is considered “Fair”.  Excerpts 

from the soil survey, “Description – Sand Sources” describe the proposed minable 

sand as follows: 

“Sand is a natural aggregate (0.05 millimeter to 2 millimeters in 

diameter) suitable for commercial uses with a minimum of processing. 

(emphasis added) It is used in many kinds of construction.” 

“The properties used to evaluate the soil as a source of sand are 

gradation of grain size (as indicated by the Unified classification of the 

soil), the thickness of suitable material, and the content of rock 

fragments.” 
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The soils are rated “good,” “fair,” or “poor” as potential sources of sand.  

A rating of “good” or “fair” means that sand is likely to be in or below 

the soil.” 

The available drill logs further confirm the site has a sand resource of 

considerable depth.  The following water well, well logs illustrate the extent 

of the sand and gravel resource on the proposed mine site. Based on the three 

well logs taken across the property, the sand and gravel resource vary in 

extent from 56 feet to 88 feet of actual depth of sand and gravel. (The depth of 

the of the in-place resource varies in depth from 77 feet to 100 feet and 

includes interbedding of clay, shale and sandstone.)  The “contaminates” 

(clay, shale and sandstone) will be removed at the on-site processing facility. 
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Map of water well logs to illustrate depth of resource. 

 

“(5) Disturbance of Sensitive Environment Limited 

The operation shall not substantially disturb uniquely sensitive environmental 

features including but not limited to wetlands, riparian habitat, wildlife water 

habitat, threatened or endangered species habitat, high priority land for 

conservation, and rare or unusual natural features.” 

• The approved Reclamation Plan, Exhibit E and wildlife statement, states, 

“The mining and reclamation plans consider existing wildlife conditions 

and final reclamation will not change the area for wildlife use.  The 

mining and reclamation plans allow for the safety and protection of 

wildlife remaining on the mine site, at the processing site and along all 

access rods to the site.  In general, we have found there is little long-term 

disturbance to native wildlife species around gravel mining operations.  
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The big game species tend to use mining sites and newly vegetated areas 

after operations have stopped for the day.  The smaller species tend to 

move to undisturbed areas.” 

• Wetlands, Riparian Habitat, Wildlife Water Habitat: 

“No dredging takes place at this facility, there are no temporary siltation 

structures involved in this operation and no mining will be done in a river 

or waters of the United States.   

➢ A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Permit is not required for this 

operation because no wetlands will be disturbed based on a statement 

from the Army Corps of Engineers, Ellicott Sand &Gravel LLC – 

Schubert Ranch Resource M-2-18-063 – Adequacy Response 01, from 

Environment, Inc., to Mr. Timothy A. Cazier, P.E. DRMS: 

 

 
➢ Retention ponds may be constructed on the site to collect stormwater 

before it leaves the site.   

➢ No stormwater will be retained for more than 72 hours and then only 

after it meets water quality standards.  These ponds will be removed 

when an area is reclaimed.”  (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS 

approved Permit Application.) 

• Evaluation of Impacts on the 100 Year Flood Plain: 

Please See Attachment III. 

• Threatened or Endangered Species Habitat: 

➢ “Review of the Conservation Status Handbook for El Paso County 

indicate that the proposed permit area does not lie in any of the listed 

Critical Habitat areas of El Paso County and we find no list of 

endangered or threatened species for the area around or on the permit 

area.  No raptor nests were observed on the mine during site 
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inspections and in discussion with the landowner they do not 

remember any being present in the past.” 

➢ “Prior to opening an area for mining, Ellicott Sand & Grave will 

make observations of the new area to determine if there are raptors 

using the site as active hunting areas, overnight roost site or nesting 

sites.  If any are observed, the Colorado Springs Office of the 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) office will be contacted to 

confirm the observations and advise Ellicott Sand & Gravel on what 

actions should be taken to avoid disrupting the sites during nesting 

times. Ellicott Sand & Gravel, will then take the appropriate actions 

to prevent disturbance to the nest or roost site.  If raptor use occurs or 

is observed after mining activities have commenced on an area then 

CPW will be contacted to advise actions that can be worked out to 

operate the mine without completely abandoning the site for long 

periods of time.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit 

Application.)  

• High Priority Land for Conservation and Rare or Unusual Natural 

Features: 

➢ To the best of our knowledge, there are no “High Priority Land for 

Conservation” or “Rare or Unusual Natural Features”.  

➢  From the approved DRMS Permit Application: 

 

➢ “The site is mostly grassland and developed agricultural areas with 

some ephemeral creek bed running down the central part of the site.  

The only trees of any significance are located on or around the farm 

yards, on the parcel.  There are a few shrubs and scattered small trees 

on the southern end of the area.  Wildlife resources on the affected 

lands are limited by the existing ground cover consisting of seasonal 

grasses, shrubs and weeds. Ground cover in this area averages 25% or 

less, with some areas having little or no cover, only exposed sand.”  
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➢ “Not a lot of wildlife have been observed on the area.  Usually it 

consisted of larger mammals such as deer and antelope that use travel 

corridors over the area. Some small game species and birds have been 

observed.  Wildlife expected to be found on the property may include 

deer, antelope, small rodents and mammals, and song birds.  There 

are no known threatened or endangered species on the property.”   

 

➢ “Existing wildlife in the area is not expected to be significantly 

impacted by mining at this site.  Temporary and permanent losses of 

food and habitat is not expected to be significant as the area of 

disturbance will be limited to less than 10% of the permit area at any 

given time.  Haul road speed limits will be limited to 15 MPH or 

less.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit 

Application.) 

 

“(6) Disturbance of Historic Resources Limited 

The use shall not substantially disturb identified historical, archaeological or 

paleontological sites.” 

• A review of the Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety electronic files 

indicates that “History Colorado” has not yet provided comments on the 

proposed operation. (As of 10/14/2019) To the best of the Applicant’s 

knowledge, no historic resources are within the limits of the proposed 

operation.   

• As required by C.R.S. 24-80 (Part 13), we will follow the requirements of this 

Statute, should human remains be “discovered” during our mining and 

reclamation operations.  In addition, as stated in the approved application, if 

human remains are discovered, the El Paso County Sheriff will also be 

contacted. 

• It is our understanding, given the proposed mining operation is on private 

lands, cultural resource inventories are not required under State Statute. 

 

“(7) Buffering Required 

The site and associated special use operations shall be adequately buffered from 

surrounding properties and uses.”  

• The permit boundary is proposed to be setback from the Schubert Ranch 

property boundary by at least 200 feet. The following map illustrates the 

property line setback around the perimeter of the permit boundary: 
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• In addition, the affected land (pit) boundary will be set back.  As stated in the 

Mining Plan, Exhibit D of the mining application submitted to the DRMS, 

“There will be a 25 foot or wider dig line setback maintained from the permit 

boundary so there is adequate space on the level above the slope for property 

line access, setback maintenance, grading and shaping.  In Stage VI the 

setback from the northern house will be between 210 and 215 feet and on the 

southern ranch complex it will vary from 50 to 130 feet.” (Ellicott Sand and 

Gravel, DRMS approved Permit Application.) 

• “The plant site/stockpile area will start on the surface, but once the initial level 

is reached it will be moved below grade so it is screened below the 

surrounding areas.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit 

Application.) 

• In addition, topsoil stockpiles will be placed and then seeded with the 

approved seed mix at locations around the perimeter of the various stages to 

create visual barriers, where possible. (Not all perimeter areas will have 

topsoil pile visual barriers.) 

 

“(8)  Water Supply Adequate for Operations and Reclamation Uses 

Adequate water supplies shall be available for drinking, dust control, 

landscaping, general operations and effective reclamation.  Proof of approved 

water supply shall be provided to PCD.”  

• From the Ellicott, DRMS Permit Application, Page 20, Exhibit G.  “We 

estimate water use at the mine, including, dust control will require 12.0 ac-ft 

per year.  It will be purchased from the Schubert Ranch; they have water that 

is permitted for industrial uses. No water will be used for reclamation, nor will 

the revegetation areas be irrigated.” (Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS 

approved Permit Application.) 

• Potable water will be purchased locally. 

• Potential wells available for operational water use and proof of water rights. 

➢ There are two sets of wells available as a source of operational water.  The 

first of the two following water rights is the preferred choice which is one 

well (#9642-FP.  The second set of wells is available if needed. 

➢ According to the Division of Water Resources files, wells are in the 

Sanborn Ranch name. 
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➢ Preferred ground water well location (Well 9642-FP). 
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➢ Water right: 
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➢ Optional set of ground water wells available for operational use. 
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“(9) Mitigation of Impacts to Adjacent Properties 

Adverse impacts from vibration, noise, glare, blowing or flowing materials, or 

odors shall be mitigated to ensure minimal impacts to adjacent properties and 

travelers.” 

• Vibration Impacts: 

➢ There are two potential sources of vibration impacts, blasting and 

operational equipment, such as dozers, backhoes, and crushers. 

✓ No blasting will occur at the proposed operation.   

✓ The ground vibration from tracked equipment is minimal since the 

substrate will be sand.  The sandy nature of the site will absorb 

vibration from such equipment. 

✓ The processing will not include any large crushing equipment.  The 

crushing which may occur on-site, if needed, will use a typical sand 

and gravel crusher and screening system.  Little vibration is 

transmitted from the equipment to the ground.  Since the substrate is 

sandy it will absorb any such vibration. 

• Noise Impacts: 

➢ Mining operations create noise from a number of sources, to include haul 

trucks, excavation equipment, and processing equipment.  Safety related 

sources of noise include backup alarms or horns, required by Federal 

safety regulations. 

➢ Noise Mitigation Practices, includes but is not limited to: 

✓ Hours of operation:  The proposed mining operation will only operate 

from 7 am to 7 pm, six days per week, as needed. (Only during 

daylight hours within that timeframe.) 

✓ Placement of topsoil stockpiles may be used to reduce noise and visual 

impacts. 

✓ Once the initial pit cut is achieved, operations may be moved below 

the surface elevation into the active pit.  Relocation into the 

operational pit will help reduce operational noise. 

✓ The highway haul trucks point(s) of access will be away from 

residential areas and will help reduce the noise impact. (Please see the 

Mine Plan Map which shows the point of access mid-way along 

Sanborn Road, well away from the housing development on the west 

side of the proposed mining operation. 
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➢ Glare Impacts: 

This is proposed to be a daytime mining operation.  Therefore, there 

will be no operational lighting needed.  If night operations should be 

needed, we will return to the County to properly address operational 

lighting needs and impacts. 

➢ Blowing or Flowing Materials, or Odor Impacts: 

✓ We do not anticipate impacts from materials of items which might 

produce odors. This is a sand and gravel operation which will use 

water in its processing facility.  In addition, we will secure portable 

toilets for use on-site.  A commercial provider will service the 

portable toilets on a regular basis.  In addition, the site will be 

gated to prevent illegal dumping. 

✓ There should not be any “flowing materials”.  It is true the fine 

sands and reject fine soil may flow somewhat.  All such minor 

material movement will be contained within the active pit. 

✓ Fugitive dust is the primary air pollutant.  We will have in-place a 

fugitive dust control plan as part of our air quality permit.  Fugitive 

dust control plans may include periodic watering to control 

fugitive dust from the roads and spray controls (as may be needed) 

for the crushing and screening operations, etc. It should be noted 

the pit roadways will be sand, or sand and gravel which should 

prevent significant generation of fugitive dust. 

➢ Impacts to Trails and Open Space: 

Please the see section below (Supplemental Information) which 

discussed trails and open space. 

 

“(10) Commercial Mineral Deposit Required 

A commercial mineral deposit as defined by State Statute shall exist on the land 

on which the operation will be located.” 

• C.R.S. 34-1-302(1) “’Commercial mineral deposit’ means a natural deposit of 

… sand, gravel…for which extraction by an extractor is or will be 

commercially feasible and regarding which it can be demonstrated by 

geologic, mineralogic, or other scientific data that such deposit has significant 

economic or strategic value to the area, state ...”  

• Based on the following from the Ellicott Valley Comprehensive Plan, The 

proposed sand and gravel operation should fit nicely within the Ellicott Valley 

Comprehensive Plan Position Statement, “The Valley is ultimately capable of 

providing many of the elements necessary to support residential, commercial 
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and industrial development.  It is the intention of the plan to promote the 

Valley as the location for one or more self-sustaining (emphasis added) 

satellite communities which will be complementary to the existing 

metropolitan area.” 

• The following information from the USGS Geologic Map of Colorado 

illustrates the potential of the deposit as a commercial sand and gravel deposit. 

Also shown is the El Paso County Resource Evaluation, Map 3: 
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El Paso County Aggregate Resource Evaluation 

Map 3 
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Geological Survey Map 

 
 

 

Geology of the Area Based on the USGS Survey Map: 

     The following geogolic map illustates the extent of the Qg and Qa deposits: 

➢ Qg is Gravels and Alluviums 

➢ Qa is Modern Alluvium 
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• “Commercial mineral deposit’ means a natural deposit of … sand, gravel…for 

which extraction by an extractor is or will be commercially feasible…” 

Based on the above statutory definition and the depth of resource available, we 

believe the deposit is a commercial deposit. 

• The second part of the definition requires, “…and regarding which it can be 

demonstrated by geologic, mineralogic, or other scientific data that such deposit 

has significant economic or strategic value to the area, state ...” 

➢ We have underlined the portion of the statute to which the resource’s 

significance applies.  It is understand that a significant source of sand and 

gravel is becoming less available (see below) as the current doposits are 

nearing either the limits of the resource, limited by surrounding development, 

or polotical resistance to the permitting of new sources of construction 

aggregate.   

➢ According to the Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety 

website, El Paso County has 16 permitted sand and gravel operations.  Of 
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that number, six are of less than 10 acres in size and may not be a significant 

source of sand.  One operation is essentially a clay operation for providing 

other than sand and gravel.  The Daniels Sand Pit #2 is responsible for 75% 

of the sand sold locally. (Page 49, El Paso County Master Plan for Mineral 

Extraction, Feb 8, 1996) However, it appears the Daniels Sand Pit #2 is 

nearing completion of mining given it has almost reached the limits of lands 

available for mining “land locked”.  (The Schubert Ranch sand resource has 

the potential to replace a significant portion of the sand resource, upon 

closure of the Daniels Sand Pit #2.)  Another site is also “land locked.  Two 

sites are greater than 34 miles from Colorado Springs.  One site is in final 

reclamation. 

 

“(11) Site Security and Safety 

Adequate site security and safety shall be provided at all times.” 

Site security and safety will be ensured by the following means: 

• Site Safety – As a mining operation, we are subject to the Mine Safety and Health 

Administration (MSHA).  Their regulations include but not limited to mine site 

speed limits, employee training, back-up alarms, fan and belt guards, site security, 

posting of signage, personal protective gear (PPG), roll over protection on 

equipment, and periodic inspections by MSHA personnel, etc. 

• Site Security – We will provide an entrance gate which will be locked during 

non-business hour.  Given the operation will have a scale for weighing loaded 

highway haul trucks, all persons entering the mine site will be required to check 

with the Weight House personnel to sign-in, demonstrate they have recent MSHA 

minor training, and PPG.  The perimeter of the mine site will be posted with no 

trespassing, mining operation signs. 

• Fire Safety and Emergency Response: 

➢ Fire safety – The mine operations are under Mine Safety and Health 

Administration (MSHA) regulations.  MSHA requires mine safety training on 

a regular basis which includes how to suppress a fire until the local emergency 

fire responders arrive. MSHA requires fire suppression equipment on all 

mobile equipment and fire suppression equipment near any significant sources 

of ignition, such as areas of stored petroleum products and other stored 

combustibles.  

➢ As part of the MSHA training mine employees are to receive first aid training. 

The mine operator is required to have appropriate first aid supplies on site.   

➢ Emergency Response – MSHA also requires miner training to include 

emergency response training such as spill response. 
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➢ The fire protection district is the Ellicott Fire District. 

 

“(12) Hours of Operation 

Hours of the operation shall be compatible with neighboring uses, traffic 

volumes, affected transportation corridors and school bus operations, and 

designated pedestrian crosswalk activity over the lifetime operation.” 

The proposed mining operation will only operate during daylight hours, six days 

per week, as needed.  

 

“(13) Reclamation of Visual and Environmental Impacts 

Reclamation of adverse visual and other environmental impacts shall take place 

within a reasonable and specified time frame.” 

• Adverse Visual Impact Reclamation: 

This topic was discussed above, #2.  In a general sense, mining is not a long-

term activity and varies in length from a few months (highway borrow site to 

longer term mining operations such as Climax Mine near Leadville, Colorado.  

In this case, the expected life of the mine is approximately between 53 and 80 

years.  During this time period, the site will be mined is a number of Phases.  

What they all have in common is as a mine or phase is completed, reclamation 

will begin.  An operator has 5 years to complete reclamation for the phase or 

for the entire operation, if not mined in phases.  A reclamation plan must 

specify a post mining land use which has the concurrence of the local county 

in which the mine is to be located. Once an operator notifies the DRMS that 

mining is complete at a mine site or phase of mining, the operator initiates site 

reclamation in order to meet the regulatory requirement to complete 

reclamation.  Therefore, any visual impacts will be addressed shortly after 

mining in a phase is complete.   

In addition, once a pit (phase) is initially opened, the operations will be below 

grade and will have only limited visibility.  Also, where possible, topsoil 

stockpiles will be places to limit visibility to the operation from certain 

locations around the perimeter of a phase. 

• Environmental Impact Mitigation: 

There are a number of environmental impacts possible from a typical sand and 

gravel mining operation.  Below are what we believe are the potential 

environmental issues and how we intend to mitigate impacts.  Environment 

impacts are determined by Federal, State, and local (El Paso County) 

regulations.  For example, typical county environmental impacts are noise, 

light, and visual impacts.  
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➢ Air Pollution: 

✓ Section 6.3.1 of the El Paso County Land Development Code requires 

an operator comply with County, State and Federal air quality 

standards.  We therefore request that the County review process and 

application approval occur pending approval of our air quality 

permit(s).   

❖ By definition, this is not a construction activity, rather it is a 

mining operation. 

❖ In a typical sand and gravel mining operation, such as the proposed 

operation, the expected air pollutant is fugitive dust.   

❖ There will be some emissions from gas and diesel equipment 

(trucks and mining equipment).  Engine emissions from equipment 

and fugitive dust are subject to regulation by the State Air Quality 

Control Division (AQCD).  The AQCD will review the 

Operation’s Air Pollution Emission Notice (APEN) and determine 

what operational controls will be required.   

❖ Air quality impacts, therefore, will be mitigated by the 

requirements of the Air Quality Permit(s) issued by the AQCD. 

Prior to beginning any on-site mining operations, Ellicott Sand and 

Gravel will provide the documents as required by Section 

6.3.1.(B)(2)(b) shortly after approval by the Colorado Air Quality 

Control Division. 

✓ We therefore suggest, since this is not a typical development, it may 

not be necessary for the County to apply the provision of Section 

6.3.1.(B)(3) for the above reasons and waive this provision. 

➢ Section 6.3.1(C)(5)(a) and (b) Haul Trucks and Haulage Equipment: 

✓ (a) Deposition of Dirt and Mud on Roads: 

❖ This is a sand and gravel operation.  Therefore, dirt and mud 

should be minimal.  The operational surface will be sand and or 

sand and gravel.   

❖ The access point(s) will be surfaced with pit run material (sand 

and/or gravel). 

✓ (b) Particulates Emission in Transit: 

All loads will be covered.   

➢ (6) Open Burning: 

There will be no open burning. 

➢ Impacts to Water Quality: 
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✓ Ground Water Quality: 

❖ The operation is designed to not intercept the ground water and 

will stay at least 10 feet about the regional ground water elevation.  

“…drill logs for the 24 listed wells indicate the ground water table 

on the permit (area) is in excess of 80 feet below the surface except 

in State VI where a single well the depth is listed as 61feet.” 

(Ellicott Sand and Gravel, DRMS approved Permit Application.) 

❖ No toxic or other hazardous material will be on site in reportable 

quantities.   

o All other solid and liquid waste will be disposed off-site at an 

approved facility.  

o We will contract with a commercial provider to handle and 

provide Port-a-potty’s. 

❖ If diesel fuel is stored onsite, the storage facility will either be 

double walled with barriers to prevent vehicle strike, or a berm to 

contain the capacity of the fuel tank plus the appropriate design 

storm event. Other than the possibility of diesel fuel, the only other 

petroleum products which may impact ground water (and surface 

water) are antifreeze, hydraulic fluid and grease and oils.  We will 

clean up spills of petroleum products which meet the reportable 

quantities limits and dispose off-site at an approved facility.   

✓ Surface Water: 

❖ This will be a non-discharging facility.  Therefore, a Water Quality 

Control Division (WQCD) Discharge Permit should not be 

required.  We will, however, comply with requirements of the 

WQCD in the event the WQCD determined a discharge permit is 

required. 

❖ We may need to obtain a Stormwater Discharge Permit.  

Regardless, we intend to have a Stormwater Management Plan 

(SWMP).  We will implement the SWMP as a part of our Best 

Management Practices (BMP).  Please see the attached “Ellicott 

Sand and Gravel’s Erosion and Sediment Quality Control Permit 

Application” Attachment I. 

❖ The ephemeral drainages will not be disturbed by mining. 

✓ With implementation of our SWMP, coupled with our commitment to 

stay at least 10 feet above the regional ground water table plus the 

other commitments noted above, and that no ephemeral drainages will 
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be disturbed by mining, we believe, will sufficiently mitigate any 

potential impacts to surface and ground water. 

 

➢ Wildlife Impacts: 

✓ The reclamation plan approved by the DRMS lays out how the site 

will be reclaimed and takes into consideration the protection of 

wildlife resources. 

❖ For example, the post mining land use is rangeland.  The existing 

use is agriculture. The proposed reclamation seed mix includes a 

significant number of perennial grass species, several shrubs and 

one forb, (clover).  The post mining land use of rangeland will 

encourage use by various classes of wildlife more so than what is 

typical of an agricultural use. 

❖ The proposed operation will be mined is phases.  Once mining is 

complete in a phase, reclamation will begin in that phase.  Those 

phases not yet mined will be available for wild life use. The 

commitment to phased mining followed by reclamation of that 

phase will limit the impact of wildlife. 

❖ Of the available 733.7 available for mining, 220.2 acres will not be 

mined and available for wildlife use.  

❖ The present use of the mine site includes extensive areas of 

irrigated cropland with limited wildlife use. 

✓ Therefore, given the above factors, we do not expect significant impact 

to existing wildlife use.  Further, once the site is fully reclaimed, 

wildlife use should be enhanced. 

➢ Impacts from Hazardous Waste: 

As discussed above, other than the possibility of diesel fuel, antifreeze, 

hydraulic fluid and grease and oils, no hazardous or toxic substances shall 

be on-site.  The control of the above petroleum products will be as 

addressed above. 

➢ Noxious Weed Mitigation: 

The approval of the DRMS Permit Application contains a typical Noxious 

Weed Control Plan as provided in Attachment I. 

➢ 6.3.2.(B) Drainage Report (Soil Erosion Control): 

There are two types of soil erosion, rainfall runoff and wind erosion.  

✓ Wind Erosion: Wind erosion is likely given the sandy nature of the 

proposed mine site.  Wind erosion and also fugitive dust, will be 

controlled by the following means: 
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❖ Dust, primarily fugitive dust, will have the appearance of soil wind 

erosion.  Fugitive dust will be controlled under the provision of the 

approved Air Quality Permit, likely through road watering and 

some type of controls on the crushing and screening operations and 

the drop/transfer points of the conveyor system.  In addition, the 

processing operation will occasionally be moved to where mining 

is occurring to reduce travel distance from the in-bank resource 

and the processing facility.  Doing so will reduce the potential for 

mining and haul equipment fugitive dust generation. 

❖ Loss of soil and subsoil from bare, disturbed areas should be 

minimal due to the natural moisture in the soil and the active 

removal of in-bank raw sand and gravel product. 

✓ Rainfall Runoff Erosion: This is a non-discharging facility and rainfall 

runoff does not report to any public or private sanitary or stormwater 

sewer system. 

❖ Since this is a non-discharging facility, most soil erosion will be 

internal to the operation and should not affect off-site drainage 

ways. 

❖ Significant topsoil, soil erosion should not occur on areas which 

have not been disturbed since such areas are covered by natural, 

perennial grasses and other vegetation.  Once an area is ready for 

mining, the available topsoil will be salvaged and placed in topsoil 

stockpiles. 

❖ Topsoil stockpiles will be seeded with the approved, seed mix, 

once the pile reaches its intended size.  Seeding the topsoil 

stockpiles will ensure loss of soil due to erosion is mitigated.  

 

“(14) Mineral Processing 

Mineral processing such as material washing, sorting, crushing or more intensive 

modification and alteration through mechanical or chemical means to a mineral 

resource extracted within the same ownership as the mineral extraction operation 

is prohibited unless specifically approved as part of the special use.  If processing 

is to occur on the property where a special use cannot be approved  

administratively, and the public hearing process to review the special use will be 

triggered.” 

• It is our understanding the Special Use Process under which this material 

extraction operation is being submitted will include a public hearing process. 
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• The proposed operation will include, but not be limited to the following sand 

and gravel processing equipment.  No chemical or other processing will occur 

which will result in tailing or other similar waste material: 

Processing Equipment: 

 

Crusher 

Screens 

Conveyors 

A scale and house 

 

(15) Signs On-Premise: 

• Section 6.2.10(A)(3)(i) Exemptions, lists “Official Signs” as an exempt sign.  

One of the official exempt signs is the required mine site identification sign 

per the Mined Land Reclamation Board Rules and Regulations.  The posted 

mine site identification sign will conform to the “…site distance requirements 

of the ECM”.  Such a sign is required to be posted at the point(s) of access to 

the mining operation.   

• In addition to the mine site identification sign, certain other signs as required 

by the Mine Safety Health Administration (MSHA) will be posted within the 

mine site.  These signs will conform to the requirements of MSHA and the 

ECM requirements.   

• For public safety considerations, No Trespass signs and Danger signs may 

need to be posted on the existing property fences surrounding the mining 

operation.  These signs will conform to the ECM requirements. 

• Mining operations business sign will comply with the requirements of Section 

6.2.10(E)(2)(b)-(d), and the ECM requirements. 

• All signs will comply with the ECM site distance requirements.  

 

(16)  Vehicle Storage: 

 At this time, we do not plan to use the site for vehicle storage.  If, in the future, 

it becomes necessary to store various pieces of mining equipment on the mine 

site during mining and reclamation operations, we will comply with the 

provisions of Section 6.2.11 of the El Paso County Land Development Code. 

 

(17)  Standards Applicable in Commercial or industrial Zoning Districts, 

Inoperable Vehicles and Vehicle Parts: 

 At this time, we do not plan to use the site for inoperable vehicles and vehicle 

parts.  If, in the future, it becomes necessary to store various pieces of mining 
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equipment consisting of inoperable vehicles and vehicle parts on the mine site 

during mining and reclamation operations, we will comply with the provisions 

of Section 6.2.11(D) of the El Paso County Land Development Code. 

 

(18)  Fire Protection and Wildfire Mitigation: 
Section 6.3.3 Appears to apply to developments and subdivisions where 

structures are present and fire suppression/mitigation may be necessary.  This 

is a mineral extraction operation and will not, at the present time, have any 

structures on-site.  We are required by MSHA requirement to have fire 

suppression equipment on-site and to provide employee training in the proper 

use of fire suppression equipment. Therefore, we suggest a wildfire mitigation 

plan is not needed at this time. 

 

(19)  Notice to Mineral Estate Owners: 

C.R.S, 24-65.5-101 requires applicants for land use cases to notify the 

owner(s) of severed (emphases added) mineral rights. In this case, we believe 

special notice is not required for the following reasons: 

• The surface owner owns 100% of the mineral rights per the El Paso 

County Assessor’s Office. 

• Sand and Gravel is not a mineral. (Please see, “NOW IS IT A MINERAL? 

THE SUPREME COURT TAKES ANOTHER LOOK AT SAND AND 

GRAVEL”, 2004 Christopher Hayes, Bjork Lindley little, PC.) 

• The land owners, Schubert Ranches, LLC and George Schubert have 

given Ellicott Sand and Gravel LLC permission to enter the property and 

extract the resource. They therefore have full knowledge of the proposed 

extractive operation. 

• Proof the surface owner, owns the mineral rights: 
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Supplemental Information: 
 

• Water Information: (The following water information is taken from the original 

Division of Reclamation and Mining, (DRMS) 112 Regular Permit Application and 

various documents on file with El Paso County.  Some of the information from the DRMS 

Permit Application is paraphrased, other sections are direct quotes and so noted. 

The information taken from El Paso County available documents are so noted.) 

➢ The DRMS consulted with the DWR due to potential impacts to Black Squirrel and 

Big Spring Creeks.  The Division of Water Resources response stated the proposed 

mining operation is within the Upper Black Squirrel Creek Designated Basin.  The 

Colorado Ground Water Commission (GWC) will require storm water runoff 

captured by the various phased pits be released with 72 hours of a storm water event. 

They are also concerned the excavation would intercept ground water from the 

alluvial aquifer.   

✓ In response to the above concerns, Ellicott Sand and Gravel (ESG) will stay at 

least 10 feet above the regional alluvial ground water table.  This will ensure no 

ground water is exposed. 

✓ In addition, in order to address the collection of tributary storm water, ESC has 

proposed the following.  If the proposed mitigation does not result in ESC’s 

ability to meet the 72-hour tributary storm water retention limit, ESC will secure a 

Gravel Pit Well Permit to account for instances where the 72 tributary storm 

water retention criteria is exceeded. 

o “As suggested by the Board of the Upper Black Squirrel Creek Designated 

Basin and the Colorado Ground water Commission, pumping would not be 

practical due to the high absorption (infiltration rate) of Black Squirrel Creek.  

“…it would be better to let the water be absorbed (infiltrate) into the ground 

and any (tributary storm water) left after the initial 72 hours would best be 

offset by not pumping one of the basin wells owned by the Schubert Ranch.)” 

o Note, the floor the mined-out pits will be consist of at least 10 feet of sandy 

material. 

Note: This came from one of the upper Squirrel Creek Wager Basin Board members.  

The rational is that if you pump the basin well to make up for the evaporative losses 

you are just circulating the water.  It is best if you just don’t pump that well and leave 

the water in the ground, you then can claim replacement credit for the lack of use.  

Since the well in question is not an augmentation well, but rather a municipal well, it 

can be pumped and used for makeup water as needed.  
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✓ From the Ellicott Valley Comprehensive Plan, Map #2, Approximate Aquifer 

Limits: The proposed mining operation lies within the Denver Ground Water 

Basin, and as stated above, so do the Black Squirrel Creek and Big Spring Creek 

regional alluvial aquifers.  (Big Spring Creek joins Black Squirrel Creek just 

above Sanborn Road within the proposed mining operation.) 

✓ “It is estimated that about 9,000-acre feet of water are annually recharged to 

alluvial aquifer which underlies the planning area…  Presently, essentially all of 

this alluvial water is appropriated for agricultural uses or external sale.” 

✓ “On average, there is also about 60-acre feet per acre of water in storage in the 

various bed rock aquifers under the planning area…Unlike alluvial supplies, this 

water is legally considered to be non-renewable.” (Page 72, Ellicott Valley 

Comprehensive Plan) 

➢ Water Use: 

✓ “We estimate the …water uses at the mine …will require 12.0 ac-ft per year.”  

The source of water for use during mine operations will be from the Schubert 

Ranch. (Page 20, Exhibit G,112 C Regular Operation Permit Application).  Most 

of the water used for dust control will be used on haul roads.”  (Page 8, Exhibit D, 

112 C Regular Operation Permit Application).  

✓  The Schubert Ranch has water rights permitted for industrial uses, please see the 

Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Application.  No water is anticipated for 

mine site reclamation. 

 

➢ From the ESG Adequacy Response to the DRMS Adequacy Comments 01: 

“Division of Water Resources (rec. 2/21/19) 

Ellicott Sand & Gravel understands the DWR’s comments and agree with the three 

points they have raised.  The application packet contains commitments to comply 

with each. 

 

1 – The floor of the mine and mining will stay at least 10 feet above the 

groundwater table. 

2 – Water used for industrial purposes will come for (from) a source approved for 

that use. 

3 – Stormwater runoff intercepted by this operation will be released to the stream 

system within the time required by DWR or a Temporary Substitute Supply Plan 

will be obtained to cover the evaporation.” 
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➢ Stormwater: 

✓ The Operation is proposed to be a dry mining operation.  As stated above, the 

proposed floor of the various mine pits will be at least 10 feet above the average 

ground water elevation.   

✓ Any storm water which falls on the site will be allowed to infiltrate in to the sandy 

floor of the pit.  As stated above, this is in conformance with the recommendation 

of the Board of the Upper Black Squirrel Creek Designated Basin and the 

Colorado Ground water Commission.   

✓ In addition, “…all off site storm water runoff will be diverted around the permit 

area.” (Page 20, Exhibit G,112 C Regular Operation Permit Application)   

✓ The Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Application, Attachment I, contains 

a Stormwater Management Plan. 

• Impacts to Surrounding Ground Water Wells: 

Given the commitments Ellicott Sand and Gravel has proposed, we believe there should 

be no significant impacts to surrounding ground water wells or to the users ground water 

quality. We offer the following to help demonstrate that no significant impacts to the 

surrounding ground water wells should occur: 

➢ Ellicott Sand and Gravel will not mine closer than 10 feet to the average ground water 

elevation.  The mining operation will be a dry mining operation. 

➢ Ellicott Sand and Gravel will practice good housekeeping in dealing with any 

reportable spills of petroleum products such as fuels, oils and hydraulic fluids.  A 

reportable spill is any spill of sufficient amount which requires a response based on a 

regulatory agency regulation. 

➢   No other toxic or hazardous chemicals will be stored on-site.  

➢ Any reportable spills, if they were left in-place and escaped the limits of the mining 

operation, would likely follow the alluvial ground water flow which is in a down 

gradient direction, generally away from the adjacent ground water wells.  Please see 

following figure.  (We intend to clean-up and report any regulated spill, in 

conformance with State and Federal regulatory requirements.) 
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Illustration of General Direction of Alluvial Ground Water Flow Direction 

 
 

 

B. Additional Standards. 

(1). Consistent with the Master Plan: The operation shall be consistent with the Master Plan 

for Extraction of Commercial Mineral Deposits;  

The proposed activity falls within approved zoning for the affected land parcels.  In addition, 

with approval of the Application for the Extraction of Commercial Mineral Deposit, Letter of 

Intent, plus the other stipulated requirements, the proposed activity, we believe, will be 

“Consistent with the Master Plan”. 

(C). Criteria: 

• The special use is generally consistent with the applicable Master Plan: 

➢ The regional Mater Plan is the “Ellicott Valley Comprehensive Plan”, it requires: 
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✓ Preserve or protect the sensitive and unique environmental features in the 

planning area, but seek also to capitalize on the general lack of natural 

constraints to create a new and liveable environment: 

❖   Proposed Actions: 

o Select a manageable number of the most appropriate stream corridor 

segments for eventual integration into a linear park system. Orient 

development (with proper setbacks) toward these and allow for adequate 

public access…: 

▪ The proposed mining operation will be on private land.  

▪ The El Paso County Master Plan Map for trails and open space shows 

the proposed operation would be close to these future recreational 

facilities.  

▪ The DRMS approved mining and reclamation plans include setbacks 

from the adjacent ephemeral streams and setbacks from the adjacent 

property boundaries.  The postmining land use is rangeland and wildlife 

habitat. 

▪ If, in the future, the landowner decides to make the reclaimed lands 

available to the regional authorities for access, the setbacks and the 

chosen reclamation will provide for excellent, open space and trails. 

▪ Even if the land owner does not offer to make portions of his property 

which have been mined available for trails and/or open space, the 

location of the proposed mining operation should not have a significant 

impact.  The mining and reclamation plans include setbacks from the 

property lines, and water courses.  Also, the mining operation will be 

reclaimed to rangeland and wildlife habitat as stated above. 
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Location of Proposed Open Space and Trails in Relation to the Proposed 

Mining Operation. 
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o Cooperate with the State Division of Wildlife (Now the Colorado Division 

of Parks and Wildlife, CDPW) in tailoring land use plans to the needs of 

wildlife populations: 

▪ We will cooperate with the CDPW to the extent operational concerns 

allow. 

▪ As part of the DRMS Mining Permit Application, we are to address 

wildlife concerns.  At this point the CDPW did not provide comments 

on the Mining Application. 

▪ Given significant parcels of the present land use is farm related, only 

minimal wildlife use is known to occur on the DRMS approved mining 

area. 

o Determine the degree to which any proposed land use may produce on- or 

off-site fugitive dust problems and design appropriate solutions for 

mitigation of any problem: 

As part of the permits necessary to open a commercial sand and gravel 

mining operation, the operator must obtain and comply with a Colorado 

Department of Public Health and Environment, Air Quality Control 

Division’s Air Quality Permit.  The permit is designed to address fugitive 

dust impacts and to mitigate those impacts. 

✓ Evaluate all land use proposals in the planning area in terms of both their 

individual and potential collective impacts on the alluvial aquifers which provide 

the area with its water supply: 

o To the degree possible under its land use authority the County should 

discourage any use of land or water which would adversely affect either 

the quantity or quality of groundwater in the planning area: 

▪ As stated in the Extraction of Commercial Mineral Deposits 

application, and in the approved Division of Reclamation, Mining and 

Safety approved permit application, we are committed to staying at 

least ten (10) feet above the prevailing ground water elevation.  In 

addition, any petroleum spills in reportable quantities associated with 

use of the mining equipment will be cleaned up and disposed off-site 

at an approved facility.  No toxic or acidic materials in regulated 

quantities will be exposed or brought onto the site.   

▪ This will be a non-discharging facility and will include an erosion 

control plan and a Stormwater Management Plan, as required. 

o Encourage all developers to coordinate with the Upper Black Squirrel 

Water District, the State Engineer, the United States Geological Survey, 
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applicable special districts and the County Hydrologist to ensure that 

water supplies are available and protected: 

These concerns are addressed in the “Letter of Intent”, Water Information 

section.   

o Encourage the eventual use of local water resources by uses within the 

planning area: 

With the exception of the water retained in the product sold off-site, all 

ground water used for processing operations and fugitive dust control will 

be used on-site. Potable water will be brought onto the site for domestic 

use. 

o Support development which integrates water conservation practices which 

include on-site handling of runoff. 

We estimate only 12-acre feet of ground water will be needed annually for 

mine operations and fugitive dust control.  Most stormwater runoff will be 

internal to the operation and will infiltrate into the sandy floor of the 

active pit. Once a mine phase is finished, reclamation of that phase will 

begin.  Once a phase is full reclaimed, we expect little runoff from that 

phase. 

o Encourage individual developers to coordinate with adjacent property 

owners in the development and implementation of master drainage basin 

studies: 

Ellicott Sand and Gravel is not the property owner.  We will discuss with 

the proposed mine site property owner if he/she wishes to partner with 

other property owners for such studies.  

o Visual and historical features: 

▪ This issue is addressed in the Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction 

Application.  In summary, there are no known historical features.  

▪ There should be minimal visual impact issues.  Once the operation is 

underway, most of the activity will be below grade.  Once mining is 

complete in a Phase, the Phase will be reclaimed.  The entire mining 

operation is of limited duration.   

o Protect views to the Front Range, major ridge lines and the Upper Black 

Squirrel Valley: 

Since the operation is proposed to be below grade once operations are 

underway and that topsoil stockpiles will be placed to help mitigate any 

visual impact, we believe this concern is adequately addressed. 

o Preserve the open rural character of the Valley by clustering development, 

maintaining some open space and providing corridors: 
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▪ Out of the total 733.7 acres proposed as part of the total permit 

boundary, roughly, only 513.5 acres will be affected.  The remaining 

220.2 acres will be a buffer which could be considered open space and 

corridors. 

▪ It should be remembered the property is privately owned and its future 

use as open space and/or corridors is at the discretion of property 

owner. 

o Create new and diversified local visual environments by encouraging 

compatibility of design and landscaping: 

▪ Since this is a State approved mining operation with an approved 

reclamation plan, and a reclamation bond sufficient to complete site 

reclamation, we believe this concern is addressed.   

▪ In addition, the approved reclamation plan is compatible with the 

approved post mining land use which will be rangeland and wildlife 

habitat. 

o Buffer unsightly uses such as junk yards and mineral extraction operations 

through careful location, berming and screening: 

▪ The DRMS permit approval includes specifically located topsoil 

stockpiles to act as visual berms.   

▪ Also, since essentially all of the proposed mineral extraction and 

processing operations will be below grade (once operations begin), the 

operations will be significantly out of sight.  

▪ Therefore, visual impacts will be mitigated. 

o Locate public facilities such as water tanks and substations as 

unobtrusively as possible and further minimize their impact through the 

use of screening, berming and natural colors: 

▪ No public facilities are planned.   

▪ At this point in time, there will be processing equipment, mining 

equipment and scale.   

▪ As stated above, once operations begin in a Phase, all activity will 

essentially be below grade and blocked from view.  Each Phase is 

expected to be up to 60 feet deep. 

• The special use will be in harmony with the character of the neighborhood, and will 

generally be compatible with the existing and allowable land uses in the surrounding 

area: 

➢ The proposed mining operation will take place in an area zoned as A-35 which 

includes mineral extraction.   
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➢ The proposed operational permit boundary will be offset from adjacent property 

boundaries by at least 200 feet.  There will be an additional offset from the 

proposed permit boundary to the affected land boundary.  

➢  Further, once the operation is underway, the mining and processing activities will 

be below grade in the active pit area. 

➢ The adjoining properties are zoned A-35 and RR-5. The RR-5 zoning is a small 

development to the west, south and north of the proposed mining operation.  

Please see the Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Application Map, item 7. 

• The impact of the special use does not overburden or exceed the capacity of public 

facilities and services, or, in the alternative, the special use application demonstrates 

that it will provide adequate public facilities in a timely and efficient manner: 

➢ The mining operation will not utilize any public facilities other than the road 

system.  Proposed road use is addressed in the Traffic Study. 

➢ The only public services which could be impacted are emergency responders.  

Given we are subject to Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA 

regulations, every effort will be made to ensure that the operation is safe and will 

not require fire, ambulance or law enforcement first responders.  As stated above, 

the fire protection district is the Ellicott Fire District. 

 

• The special use will not create unmitigated traffic congestion or traffic hazards in the 

surrounding area, and has adequate, legal access: 

Please see the Traffic Study which is part of the Application for the Extraction of 

Commercial Mineral Deposit, Attachment IV. 

• The special use will comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws and 

regulations regarding air, water, light, or noise pollution: 

Ellicott Sand and Gravel will comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws 

and regulations regarding air, water, light and noise pollution.   

• The special use will not otherwise be detrimental to the public health, safety and 

welfare of the present or future residents of El Paso County: 

• With the approval and issuance of the requested Special Use permit and our 

commitment to comply with all applicable local, state and federal laws and 

regulations, we believe this requirement will be met. 

• The special use conforms or will conform to all other applicable County rules, 

regulation or ordinances: 
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With the approval and issuance of the requested Special Use permit and our 

commitment to comply with all applicable local, state and federal laws and 

regulations, we believe we requirement will be met. 

 

• Site soils and Geology: 

➢ Site Geology: 

The site geology is described on the enclosed Geologic Map provided above. 

➢ Site Soils: 

The site soils are provided below and are from the approved DRMS Permit 

Application, Exhibit I: 
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Attachment I 

Noxious Weed Control Plan 
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Attachment II 

100 Year Flood Plain Evaluation  
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Attachment III 

Erosion and Stormwater Quality Control Permit Application 

And Control Plan 

(Pending approval of the SUP) 
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Attachment IV 

Traffic Report 
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Attachment V 

Site Maps 

(Please see the pdf digital file for full-size maps.) 
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Adjacent Property Ownership Within 500 Feet of the Affected Parcels.  
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Access Points by Phase 
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Plot Plan Map  
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Plot Plan Map, Post Reclamation 
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Attachment VI 

Proofs of Notice 
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Example Notice to Adjacent Property Owners within 500 Feet 

November 22, 2019 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

 

Re: Notice to Adjacent Property Owners Concerning the Request for Approval of a Site 

Development Plan to Allow a Minerals Extraction Operation, Proposed by Ellicott Sand & 

Gravel LLC, for the Schubert Ranch Sand Resource  

 

Dear Property Owner, 

1. This letter is being sent to you because Ellicott Sand & Gravel is proposing a land use 

project (A sand and gravel pit) in El Paso County at the referenced location (Please see 

item #3).  This information is being provided to you prior to a submittal with the County.  

Please direct any questions on the proposal to the referenced contact in item #2.  Prior to 

any public hearing on this proposal a notification of the time and place of the public 

hearing will be sent to the adjacent property owners by El Paso County Planning 

Department.  At that time, you will be given the El Paso County contact information, the 

file number and an opportunity to respond either for, against or expressing no opinion in 

writing or in person at the public hearing for this proposal. 

 

2. For questions specific to this project, please contact: 

Bruce Humphries 

Regulatory Permits Management, Inc. 

25049 E. Alder Drive, Aurora CO 80016 

Hlhumphries2@comcast.net 

 

3. Site Address, Size and Zoning: 

• 1555 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808, 2,122.98 acres, zoned A-35 

• 1550 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808, 40.0 acres, zoned A-35 

• The actual size of the proposed mining operation will be 733.7 permitted acres, with 

513.5 of those acres actually mined. 

 

4. Request and Justification.  (Please see the enclosed “Letter of Intent”). 

 

5. Existing and proposed facilities, structures, roads, etc. 

The only existing structures are water wells, center point pivot irrigation, ranch roads, 

fences, ranch building and other related structures. 

 

mailto:Hlhumphries2@comcast.net
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No new structures or roads are proposed.  A driveway (mine access) will be constructed 

onto Schubert Road. From Schubert Road, mine traffic will use Baggett Road. 

 

6. Waiver requests and justification. 

We are not requesting a waiver. 

 

7. Vicinity Map showing the adjacent property owners. 

A Vicinity Map is enclosed with this Notice package. 

 

Respectfully,  

 

 

 

H. Bruce Humphries 
Regulatory Permits Management, Inc. 

Consultant for Ellicott Sand & Gravel LLC 

(El Paso County application) 
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Mailing List for Property Owners 

12/10/2019, Notices Mailed 12-30-2019 

Green cards and undeliverable as of 3-3-2020 

Within 500 feet of the Shubert Ranch LLC Property 

Parcel Numbers: 2400000276 & 2400000275 

Parcel 

Number 

Green 

Card Rec 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

2429001025 Y Michael E., and Rhonda K. Hoyle 

25250 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001024  Ricky D., and Sandra J. Yates 

25170 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001023 Returned Todd A. Rothschild  25090 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001022 Y Gregory A. Tayson  25010 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000232 Y Doris J. Hays  24975 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000177 Y Benjamin & Makinsey Vallejo  2755 E. Ellicott Rd., Calhan, CO 

80808 

2400000194 Returned Ariesky V. Rodriguez & De Andres Yorniel Ariel Loriga  24820 

Meier Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000214 Y Jefferson Lopez  3255 Wiesner Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000197 Returned Vanessa L.W. King  3315 Wiesner Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000215 Y James W. & Melissa L. Wright 3365 Wiesner Rd., Calhan, CO 

80808 

2400000198 Returned Ricardo & Martha Ventura 1409 Yellow Tail Dr., Colorado 

Springs, CO 80921 
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2400000035 Y State of Colorado, Board of Land Commissioners 1313 Sherman 

St., Suite 620 Denver, CO 80203 

2400000210 Y State of Colorado, Board of Land Commissioners 1313 Sherman 

St., Suite 620 Denver, CO 80203 

2400000254 Y Steven C.E. & Sheryl F. Gallegos  26205 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, 

CO 80808 

2400000255 Y Reynaldo L. Benavides 26505 Sanborn Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000256 Y Paul K. King Jr.  26705 Sanborn Rd., Calhan CO 80808 

2500000027 Y State of Colorado, Board of Land Commissioners 1313 Sherman 

St., Suite 620 Denver, CO 80203 

2400000249 Y Schubert Ranches, Inc. 1555 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000188 Y Timothy A. & Emily M. McKesson  27055 Handle Rd., Calhan, 

CO 80808 

2400000275 Y George H. Schubert 1550 Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000276 Y Schubert Ranches, Inc. 1550 S. Baggett Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000278 Y MW Panel Tech, LLC  3417 Ranch House Rd., Weatherford, TX 

76087 

2400000048 Y Mildred J. Duncan  P.O. Box 1057, Ft. Benton, MT 59442 

2429001005 Returned Danny J. Unruh  25050 Impala Cir., Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001006 Y Alex Harris  1375 N. Ellicott Hwy, Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001007 Y Donald D. Eggleston  25130 Impala Cir., Calhan, CO 80808 

2429001008 Y Edwin S. & Darice Bjorkvist  25160 Impala Cir., Calhan, CO 

80808 

2429001009 Y Lee & Jimmie Meinzer  25190 Impala Cir., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000187 Y Shelby & Kyle Miller 1245 Dustrude Ln., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000133 Y State of Colorado  633 17th St., Suite 1520, Denver, CO 80202 
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2400000164 Y State of Colorado, Board of Land Commissioners 1313 Sherman 

St., Suite 621 Denver, CO 80203 

2400000172 Y Everett Handle, Trustee  26200, Handle Rd., Calhan, CO 80808 

2400000174 Returned Nereida R. Perez  20521 SW 124 Ct., Miami, FL 33177 

2429001004 Returned Impala Circle, LLC,  25020 Impala Cir., Calhan, CO 80808 

719-683-4180 Y Ellicott Metropolitan Dist., Attn: Marnie Pagan, President 322 S 

Ellicott Highway Calhan, CO 80808 

  Black Squirrel creek Ground Water District Attn: Dave Doran, 

President, PO Box 428 Calhan, CO 80808 1500 8th St. 

 

Orange – no returned envelope or green card. 
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Green Cards 
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Department of Public Works 

 

 

Engineering Division 

719-520-6460 

Chuck Brown Transportation Complex 

3275 Akers Drive 

Colorado Springs, CO 80922 

www.ElPasoCo.com 

 

 
 

Board of County Commissioners 

Holly Williams, District 1  

Carrie Geitner, District 2  

Stan VanderWerf, District 3   

Longinos Gonzalez, Jr., District 4  

Cami Bremer, District 5 

 
 

 

RE: Ellicott Sand and Gravel (AL2014) 

Additional Conditions of Approval: 

1. EPC DPW will review annually and increase/decrease costs as necessary. 

2. Traffic counters are required to be installed at points of access 

3. Changes in Average Daily Traffic (ADT) will require an immediate review of the costs by EPC DPW.   

4. Increase/decrease in road maintenance will require an immediate review of costs by EPC DPW. 

5. All maintenance operations will be performed by EPC DPW crews.  

6. Speed limit 30 MPH.   

7. CDOT access permit at Baggett Rd and Highway 94.  

8. Haul Route Agreement will determine how and when costs will be paid to EPC. 

The following estimates and calculations are based on information provided in the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) V4 

provided by LSC Transportation Consultants dated October 12, 2021. Information provided and used includes 

(but is not limited to): 

• Projected mining schedule, Short and Long-term 

• Proposed haul route and distance 

• Estimated truck/trip counts 

 

Estimated Annual Tonnage 

 

 

 

 

           Year 

0-3 4+ 

52 weeks/year 52 weeks/year 

5 days/week 5 days/week 

15 trucks/day 47 trucks/day 

22 tons/truck 22 tons/truck 

  85,800 tons/year 268,840 tons/year 



 

Annual Maintenance Cost (time/materials) 

 

Effective distance – 3.25 miles 

Reclamation with Gravel – $125,741.02 per mile = $408,658.32 per year 

Reclamation – $16,229.41 per mile = $52,744.25 per year 

Graveling with Prep – $109,406.80 per mile = $355,572.10 per year 

 

 

 

Annual Maintenance Schedule 

Year 1 – Reclamation with Gravel (performed prior to start of hauling) 

Year 2 – Reclamation 

Year 3 – Reclamation 

Year 4 – Reclamation and Graveling with Prep 

Year 5 – Reclamation 

Year 6 – Reclamation  

Year 7 – Reclamation and Graveling with Prep 

Year 8+ – Follows same 3-year cycle as Years 2-4 

 

Identified Year 1 ‘Reclamation with Gravel’ is in addition to any regularly scheduled maintenance work that may 

have been planned for this location. The current condition of the roads along the proposed haul route are adequate 

for existing traffic, however this work is necessary address impacts of proposed anticipated traffic increases and 

will prevent accelerated degradation. Optimizing the structural integrity of the roadway will allow for the minimal 

maintenance schedule prescribed in Years 2+ and must be performed in advance of projected hauling. 

 

 

Expected Annual Haul Route Fee 

 

Year 1 – $408,658.32  

Year 2 – $52,744.25  

Year 3 – $52,744.25  

Year 4 – $355,572.10  

Year 5 – $52,744.25  

Year 6 – $52,744.25  

Year 7 – $355,572.10  

 

 

Optional Improvements – Paving 

 

Estimated cost to pave (Gravel to HMA) = $5M per centerline mile 

Paving effective distance of 3.25 miles = $16.25M 

 

This price is an estimate only and is based on the following assumptions: 

• Typical EPC rural cross-section 

• Recent historic (actual) costs for gravel to HMA adjusted for inflation (5% increase) 

Actual costs may vary and a location-specific cost estimate can be completed by EPC DPW if this optional 

improvement is selected.  







April 18, 2022

Mr. Joshua J. Palmer, P.E.
Assistant County Engineer
El Paso County Department of Public Works
3275 Akers Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80922

Re: Ellicott Sand & Gravel – AL2014
Haul Route Cost Estimate

Dear Mr. Palmer:

We have reviewed DPW’s responses to Ellicott Sand & Gravel’s (ESG’s) counterproposal of
March 2, 2022, and considered the comments made during our meeting on April 11, 2022.  With
the letter ESG makes the following comments and proposals.

ESG’s Comments:

At the meeting DPW confirmed that Sanborn Road is not currently up to County standards and
has had no maintenance on it for 2.5 years.  At the very least the County should bring the road up
to basic standards prior to ESG upgrading the road to accommodate its trucks  or at least subtract
an amount equivalent to the cost of bringing the road up to County standards from the initial cost
assigned to the road improvements needed prior to hauling. 

 Mr.  Mastin explained that EPC is hesitant to enter into an agreement to prorate the initial cost to
upgrade the road because doing so might leave EPC holding the bag if the project fails before the
initial road improvement fees are paid in full. This is highly unlikely, and to support that assertion
ESG submits the following information:

• ESG started the permitting process in July 2018 with preparation of the State of Colorado
Reclamation Permit application, which was filed on December 14, 2018.

• ESC filed the County Application in early November 2019.

• A flood analysis and drainage plan was filed on 2/25/2020 and approved by the Pikes Peak
Regional Building Dept on 2/27/2020.

• ESG posted a bond to the State for $138,200 and the reclamation permit was issued on
November 9, 2021.



• The SWMP was prepared and filed the Stormwater Discharge permit with CDPHE on
11/8/21.  Permit# COG 502203 was approved 1/05/22.

• ESG prepared the Air Pollution Emissions Notice and filed it with CDPHE on 11/8/21. 
Permit # 22EP0054F was approved 3/31/22.

• ESG has customers lined up to obtain material from the mine and this mine will become a
significant source of sand for EPC.

• ESG’s significant investment of money and time to get to this point makes it unlikely
mining will quit before the investment is recovered. 

ESG proposes the following road maintenance conditions for the final agreement:

1. EPC will do the work on Sanborn Road to bring it to current county standards and absorb the
cost of that work prior to performing the reclamation and grading needed for hauling to start.

2. The road will be inspected every 6 months by EPC and ESG to determine work needed to
maintain road.

3.   The initial fees to reclaim and grade the road will be broken into 4 payments payable over a
period of two years, with the first payment due from ESG on completion of the work, and the
final 3 payments due after the 6 month inspections.

4.   ESG will pay an annual fee to EPC based on the number of tons removed yearly across the
scale at the rate of 10¢ per ton for the first 100,000 tons over scale and then 6¢ per ton for
every ton after that.  Scale records will be available for inspection upon request and provided
within 30 days of request.

5. EPC will provide ESG an annual accounting of funds used to maintain the road and any
excess funds paid by ESG will be applied to future maintenance needs or credited to ESG in
the event the inspections reveal that the funds paid significantly exceed the cost of future
maintenance.

6.   If an inspection determines more work is needed the associated costs for the additional work
will be assigned to each party proportionally based on public uses verses ESG use.

7. ESG will provide raw materials for road maintenance to be credited to its annual fees as long
as the material meets DPW standards.

8. ESG at its cost, will grade the road as needed to maintain the surface between
reclamation activities.  EPC will be notified prior to such grading taking place.

The proposal outlined above benefits EPC in several ways:

1)  EPC will be paid for ongoing maintenance as that maintenance is needed.

2)  The fees ESG pays will increase commensurate with the impacts to the road that
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result from ESG’s increased production.

3)  As ESG’s annual production increases, the resulting increased fees will provide
revenue in advance for expected future reclamation and grading work to maintain the road as
a haul route.  

Thank you for considering this proposal.  We look forward to talking with you again on today.

Sincerely,

Environment, Inc.
Stevan L. O’Brian
President
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ASSET Description Rate/hr. Employees Hours Days Cost Totals

Sup Foreman $32.77 1 2 4 $262.16

Sup Team Lead / Operator $30.45 1 2 4 $243.60

PERSONNEL MW 3 Equipment Operators $26.45 2 10 8 $4,232.00

MW 2 Drivers / Operators $20.13 4 10 8 $6,441.60

MW 1 Flaggers/ Laborers $17.06 2 10 8 $2,729.60

$13,908.96

Equip Soil Stabilizer (Est cost) $358.00 $0.00

Equip Motor-graders $80.43 2 10 8 $12,868.80

Equip Sheepsfoot Roller $24.09 1 10 8 $1,927.20

Equip Pneumatic Roller $26.90 1 10 8 $2,152.00

Truck Tandem Dump $77.80 $0.00

Truck Tandem Dump w inserts $77.80 $0.00

EQUIPMENT Truck Semi tractor $52.98 $0.00

Trailer Lowboy $30.52 1 2 1 $61.04

Trailer 6000 gal tanker $19.49 1 10 8 $1,559.20

Truck 4000 gal water truck $56.57 1 10 8 $4,525.60

Trailer 20 ton pintle trailer $16.71 $0.00

Truck Pickup $27.55 1 10 8 $2,204.00

Truck Crew truck $27.55 $0.00

Trailer Mobile Storage tank $16.55 $0.00

$25,297.84

MATERIALS

2019 FEMA RATE $39,206.80

$70,200.00

$109,406.80

Total Daily Labor Costs

Total Daily Equipment Costs

Crew labor & Equipment Cost

Gravel and Water Cost

Total Cost

Estimate for Gravel Prep and Graveling 1 Mile



ASSET Description Rate/hr. Employees Hours Days Cost Totals

Sup Foreman $32.77 1 2 1 $65.54

Sup Team Lead / Operator $30.45 1 10 1 $304.50

PERSONNEL MW 3 Equipment Operators $26.45 4 10 1 $1,058.00

MW 2 Drivers / Operators $20.13 2 10 1 $402.60

MW 1 Flaggers/ Laborers $17.06 4 10 1 $682.40

$2,513.04

Equip Soil Stabilizer (Est cost) $358.00 1 10 1 $3,580.00

Equip Motor-graders $80.43 2 10 1 $1,608.60

Equip Sheepsfoot Roller $24.09 1 10 1 $240.90

Equip Pneumatic Roller $26.90 1 10 1 $269.00

Truck Tandem Dump $77.80 $0.00

Truck Tandem Dump w inserts $77.80 $0.00

EQUIPMENT Truck Semi tractor $52.98 1 4 1 $211.92

Trailer Lowboy $30.52 1 4 1 $122.08

Trailer 6000 gal tanker $19.49 1 5 1 $97.45

Truck 4000 gal water truck $56.57 2 10 1 $1,131.40

Trailer 20 ton pintle trailer $16.71 1 5 1 $83.55

Truck Pickup $27.55 1 10 1 $275.50

Truck Crew truck $27.55 1 10 1 $275.50

Trailer Mobile Storage tank $16.55 2 2 1 $66.20

$7,962.10

MATERIALS

2019 FEMA RATE $10,475.14

$5,754.00

$16,229.14

Total Daily Labor Costs

Total Daily Equipment Costs

Crew labor & Equipment Cost

Water and 70/30 Mix Cost

Total Cost

Estimate for Dust Abatement/Reclamation 1 Mile



ASSET Description Rate/hr. Employees Hours Days Cost Totals

Sup Foreman $32.77 1 4 9 $1,179.72

Sup Team Lead / Operator $30.45 1 10 9 $2,740.50

PERSONNEL MW 3 Equipment Operators $26.45 4 10 9 $9,522.00

MW 2 Drivers / Operators $20.13 2 10 9 $3,623.40

MW 1 Flaggers/ Laborers $17.06 2 10 9 $3,070.80

$20,136.42

Equip Soil Stabilizer (Est cost) $358.00 1 10 1 $3,580.00

Equip Motor-graders $80.43 2 10 2 $3,217.20

Equip Sheepsfoot Roller $24.09 1 10 9 $2,168.10

Equip Pneumatic Roller $26.90 1 10 9 $2,421.00

Truck Tandem Dump $77.80 $0.00

Truck Tandem Dump w inserts $77.80 1 9 4 $2,800.80

EQUIPMENT Truck Semi tractor $52.98 1 5 2 $529.80

Trailer Lowboy $30.52 1 5 2 $305.20

Trailer 6000 gal tanker $19.49 1 10 9 $1,754.10

Truck 4000 gal water truck $56.57 2 10 9 $10,182.60

Trailer 20 ton pintle trailer $16.71 1 5 2 $167.10

Truck Pickup $27.55 2 10 9 $4,959.00

Truck Crew truck $27.55 1 10 9 $2,479.50

Trailer Mobile Storage tank $16.55 2 2 1 $66.20

$34,630.60

MATERIALS

2019 FEMA RATE $54,767.02

$70,974.00

$125,741.02

Total Daily Labor Costs

Total Daily Equipment Costs

Crew labor & Equipment Cost

Water, Gravel, 70/30 Mix Cost

Total Cost

Estimate for Reclamation With Gravel Added 1 Mile



May 10, 2022 

 

Re: Ellicott Sand & Gravel – AL2014 Haul Rout Cost Estimate 

 

In response to Ellicott Sand & Gravel’s (ESG) Counterproposal dated March 2, 2022, and Comments 

dated April 18, 2022, the following are comments from El Paso County Department of Public Works (EPC 

– DPW): 

1. ESG COMMENT: Under “ESG’s Comments” Paragraph 1, Sentence 1, ESG states - “At the 

meeting DPW confirmed that Sanborn Road is not currently up to County standards and has had 

no maintenance on it for 2.5 years.” 

DPW RESPONSE: Sanborn is and has been included as part of the annual DPW maintenance 

schedule for grading which recurs on average every 6-8 weeks, dust abatement at 80 miles per 

year and graveling at 15 miles per year. It has been 2.5 years since Sanborn has been ‘graveled’. 

Sanborn is currently up to county standards relative to the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) on the 

segment of road. 

2. COMMENT: Paragraph 2, Sentence 2 – “This is highly unlikely, and to support that assertation 

ESG submits the following information:” 

RESPONSE: Supplied information does indicate an unlikely scenario of project failure and/or 

realized County liability, however there is no guarantee. 

3. COMMENT: Under ESG proposed road maintenance conditions, Proposal #1 – “EPC will do the 

work on Sanborn Road to bring it to current county standards and absorb the coast of that work 

prior to performing the reclamation and grading needed for hauling to start.” 

RESPONSE: As stated previously, Sanborn Road is up to County Standards relative to the amount 

of current traffic. The EPC recommended improvements to Sanborn Road prior to hauling are 

designed to condition Sanborn Road to handle the ESG proposed additional traffic type and 

volume and reduce long term maintenance requirements. The estimated cost (estimated 

January 2022) is approximately $213k. 

4. COMMENT: Proposal #2 – “The road will be inspected every 6 months by EPC and ESG to 

determine work needed to maintain road. 

RESPONSE: This agreeable and EPC believes this is the best way to ensure that appropriate levels 

of maintenance are applied. 

5. COMMENT: Proposal #4 – “ESG will pay an annual fee to EPC based on the number of tons 

removed yearly across the scale at the rate of 10¢ per ton for the first 100,000 tons over scale 

and the 6¢ per ton for every ton after that. Scale records will be available for inspection upon 

request and provided within 30 days of request.” 

RESPONSE: A per-ton-fee may be acceptable to EPC; however, the amount should be based on 

the actual cost determined and required for maintenance of Sanborn Road, evenly divided by 



the number of actual tons hauled. Based on expected maintenance costs outlined in the initial 

EPC proposal ($52k per year for years 2 and 3) and ESG proposed tonnage (85k tons a year for 

years 0-3), a more realistic per ton cost would be closer to 60¢ per ton at a minimum. NOTE: this 

is general figure for sake of discussion and is not a commitment by EPC to a defined per ton 

cost. 

6. COMMENT: Proposal #5 – “EPC will provide ESG an annual accounting of funds…” 

RESPONSE: This is aggregable to EPC. 

7. COMMENT: Proposal #6 – “If an inspection determines more work is needed the associated 

costs for the additional work will be assigned to each party proportionally based on public uses 

versus ESG use.” 

RESPONSE: This is agreeable to EPC, however ESG projections of 60% increase in traffic are not 

linearly applicable to the anticipated degradation of the roadway. Extremely conservative 

impacts of heavy truck traffic are +3000% increase in degradation per truck. (1 truck equals 

degradable impact equivalent of 30 passenger vehicles, or more). NOTE: This information is 

general and not necessarily specific to actual long term impacts, and it only presents a baseline 

for context in understanding the exponential affects on road life. 

8. COMMENT: Proposal #7 – “ESG will provide raw materials for road maintenance to be credited 

to its annual fees as long as the material meets DPW standards.” 

RESPONSE: This is agreeable to EPC if material meets minimum requirements in the Engineering 

Criteria Manual (ECM). 

9. COMMENT: Proposal # 8 – “ESG at its cost, will grade the road as needed to maintain the 

surface between reclamation activities. EPC will be notified prior to such grading taking place.” 

RESPONSE: This will require further discussion and would be subject to EPC County Engineer 

review of proposed work plan which would include materials, equipment, traffic control, 

associated permits/fees, license and bonding, expectation of response time/scheduling, etc. 

10. COMMENT: Under “Benefits to EPC” Benefit #3 – As ESG’s annual production increases, the 

resulting increased fees will provide revenue in advance for expected future reclamation and 

grading work to maintain the road as a haul route.” 

RESPONSE: This proposal also requires EPC to pay for upfront costs to perform work on Sanborn 

Road that it would not normally perform, without guarantees that those costs would be 

compensated. This is a liability to EPC. 


